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CHAPTER I 
PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THIS SERVICE PAPER 
This study is directed at the elementary classroom teacher 
to aid her in competently guiding her pupils in the making o~ 
projects and visual aids o~ the type that will not only add en-
richment and enjoyment to the school curriculum but will show 
artistic and creative endeavor on the part o~ the student. 
Audio-visual methods o~ teaching are integrated into the 
program o~ every teacher desirous o~ making learning meaning~ul 
and interesting to the pupils. In many cases the educational 
value lies not only in the contribution made to teaching by the 
aid itsel~ but also in the planning and production thereo~. It 
is with the latter activity that this study is concerned. 
Leon Wilson Y states: "From a standpoint o~ school 
organization, art should serve and enrich the entire curriculum 
and it should contribute generously to the integration o~ 
school experience." The art department in a community or an 
art specialist in a school building can o~~er valuable help as 
to working procedures, materials required, composition, color, 
and all the other related elements in the construction and pro-
duction o~ visual aids. 
The idea of ~ostering creative thinking and action on the 
1. Leon Loyal Wilson, The Integrated School Art Program. New 
York, McGraw Hill Book Co; Inc. 1939, p. 25. 
. I 
part of the pupils must always be uppermost in the mind of the 
teacher as she carries out this type of project in her class-
room. 
Edgar Dale, Y speaking of school-made materials for 
audio-visual teaching, says: 
We must realize, of course, that the producing of 
any type of audio-visual material by the school af-
fords direct, purposeful experience ••• but it is 
not all on the positive side. There are dangers to 
be avoided; mere imitativeness, mere busy work, and 
crudeness of production. 
The results of pupil-made aids should be in keeping with 
the pupil's level of achievement. However, there should be no 
attempt to transfer the professional or machine-produced stand-
ards to the classroom. Each commercial and school-made product 
has its place. One should not supplant the other. The work of 
the pupil will show its value in that it can, with charm and 
artistry, supply an exact, specific need for the subject under 
study. Tomlinson~ points out: 
Art cannot be applied; it is inherent in the 
very construction of an object ••• Today the word 
craft is understood to refer to a piece of workman-
ship which has some claim to beauty. It follows 
then that the art and craft course cannot be con-
ducted along separate lines. The form in the first 
place claims attention with due regard to material, 
for out of material all appropriate design should 
grow. 
1. Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching. New York, 
The Dryden Press. 1946, p. 510. 
2. R. H. Tomlinson, Crafts for Children. New York, The Studio 
Publications, Inc. 1935, pp. 113-114. 
An effective school program demands the fusion of the prin-
ciples of the fine .arts and of handicraft. Creativeness, de-
sign, and construction are but different phases of the same ex-
perience. Art cannot be separated from the construction of any 
pupil-made visual aid. "· •• the teacher must help the pupil 
to combine skill, no matter what the medium, with artistic 
sense; for design, the distinguishing characteristic of a craft, 
lifts manual effort from mere skill to the level of a fine art."f;/ 
Statement of the problem. The purpose of this service 
paper is: 
1. To determine what types of visual aid materials are 
practical for construction in the elementary grades. 
2. To determine in which of these aids teachers desire 
directions and what classroom subjects can be covered 
by them. 
3. To prepare outlines of procedure for each type of aid 
so that these directions will be applicable to many 
subjects and grade levels. 
4· To give further suggestions for specific topics in 
which each type of aid could be used. 
1. The Intermediate Manual. Cincinnati Public Schools, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 1946, p. 454. 
' , 
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CHAPTER II 
ORGANIZATION OF THESIS 
Types of Visual Aids Used. The first consideration was 
that of determining the kind of aids which could be convenient-
ly constructed in the classroom. The following books were used 
as references. 
Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching. !/ 
Haas and Packer, Preparation and Use of Visual Aids. £1 
Hoban, Hoban and Zisman, Visualizing the Curriculum • ..2/ 
McKeown and Roberts, Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction. kf 
A compilation of the audio-visual aids considered in these 
books can be listed as follows: 
Blackboard and bulletin board. 
Charts: table, tree, stream, organization or flow. 
Dramatics: pantomime, playlet, pageant, puppets, shadow 
play. 
Flat pictures, photographs, prints, postcards. 
1. Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching. New York, 
The Dryden Press, 1946. 
2. 
3. 
Kenneth B. Haas and Harry Q. Packer, Preparation and Use of 
Visual Aids. New York, Prentice-Hall, 1946. 
Charles F. Hoban, Charles F. Hoban, Jr. and Samuel B. Zismar, 
Visualizing the Curriculum. New York, The Dryden Press, 
1946. 
Harry c. McKeown and Alvin B. Roberts, Audio-Visual Aids to 
Instruction. New York, McGraw Hill Book Company, 1940. 
4 
Graphs: pictorial, statistics, bar, area, line diagram. 
Maps: flat, relief, projection, electric, globe. 
Models: objects and specimens. 
Recordings and transcriptions. 
Posters, cartoons, and clippings. 
Radio, dictaphone, loud speaker, public address system. 
Stereoscopes. 
Still pictures, illustrations, photographs and prints. 
Projected pictures, opaque and daylight transparencies. 
Trips, journeys, tours, and visits. 
The above list was divided into three parts. First, the 
aids which could only be produced by commercial firms. Second, 
those which could be procured commercially or produced by the 
pupils, as the teacher sees fit. Third, those which could only 
be produced in the classroom. 
An analysis of the second and third divisions gave the 
following subjects: 
Charts 
Dramatics 
Flat pictures 
Graphs 
Maps 
Models 
Posters 
Cartoons 
Hand-made lantern slides 
Illustrations 
Selection of Aids and Subject Matter. To determine the 
needs and opinions of the teachers who would actually direct 
the making and using of these projects, a questionnaire was 
5 
sent to each teacher in the Braintree elementary schools, from 
grades one through six. 
An analysis of the answers to Form #I is shown in Table #I. 
A greater proportion of fifth and sixth grade teachers signi-
fied their interest in construction visual aids than those in 
the primary section. 
Table #II shows the aids for which these teachers would 
like directions. It will be noted that no requests were made 
for help in the making of illustrations. This is understandable 
from the fact that the general art program in Braintree covers 
every phase of the subject. Little interest was shown in direc-
tions for scenery for dramatizations as the principles are s~i­
lar to the large mural paintings the teachers EU~e all familiar 
ith. 
Table #III shows the opinion of the teachers in Braintree 
as to the subject areas to be covered. There is uniform agree-
ant that the comrftunication arts and social studies would be 
enefited by the making of these projects. Science, health, 
arithmetic, and safety followed in that order. 
The writer has taken into consideration that what might 
appear from these tabulations to be a lack of interest in cer-
phases of the subject actually represents a want of knowl-
or experience in conducting this type of activity in the 
lassroom. With this in mind, the suggestions in this survey 
been changed in some cases without, however, losing the bal 
ce of interest sho~vn by the results of the questionnaire. 
6 
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FORM NO. I 
Grade School 
·-------------------------------------------------
The following- is a list of visual aid material that 
could be constructed in your classroom. 
Would you check ~ the ones you feel would benefit 
your classroom; twice the ones for which you would like 
detailed directions:, such as material required, methods o:r 
procedure, etc. 
Illustrations 
Posters 
Maps 
Charts 
Hand-made lantern slides 
Models 
Dioramas 
Panoramas 
Puppets 
Scenery :for dramatization 
What subjects in your grade would be benefited by the 
above activities? 
7 
8 
TABLE NO. I 
PUPIL-N~DE VISUAL AIDS TEACHERS WOULD USE IN THEIR CLASSES 
, ~ -
I III To~~ ~ Per Grades I II IV v VI 
. -1 
Cent 
. -·- ------
Teachers polled 15 ' 88 : 21 19 12 10 l 11 I 
--
. - --
. :· . :.. ·: • 1 ::.::..-:-.. -- :-:--'- •. - -- ---
I 
Illustrations 21 19 13 12 10 10 8.5 96.6 
.. . -~- - -
Posters 19 17 13 12 10 11 82 93.2 
-----
Maps 1 0 11 9 10 11 42 47-7 
Charts 13 12 12 8 10 11 66 75.0 
---
-
-L- •-
Hand-made 
lantern slides ·. 6• 7 10 I 6 9 9 47 .54-4 
----
Models 9 11 12 6 8 8 54. 61.4 
-·-----
Dioramas 4 4 5 ' .5 8 8 34 40.0 
-----
Panoramas 11 9 14 I 7 9 7 57 64.8 ' 
Puppets 12 9 13 6 6 7 53 60.2 
-
l 
Scenery for 
.5 4 4 42 47.7 I Dramatization 12 7 10 
.. __._ --- ·-· 
9 
TABLE NO. II 
VISUAL AIDS FOR WHICH TEACHERS WOULD LIKE DIRECTIONS 
I Gr: des I II III IV v VI Total Per Cent 
i -
I 
! 
i Teachers polled 21 19 . 1.5 12 10 11 88 
I 
Ill us tra tions 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2.3 
.5 6 ' 7 Posters 6 8 .5 37 30.7 
Maps 0 0 6 3 5 6 20 22.7 
Charts 10 8 9 7 7 8 49 ,50.5 
Hand-made 
lantern slides 7 7 6 6 8 8 42 47-7 
Models 4 8 9 a· 5 10 44 50.0 
Dioramas 1 3 6 5 7 9 31 35.2 
Panoramas 5 7 9 8 8 9 46 52.3 
Puppets 10 7 11 6 8 9 51 58.0 
Scenery f'or 
5 I 12.5 dramatizations 2 1 1 2 0 11 
I 
I' I 
' 
j_Q . 
TABLE NO. III 
SUBJECTS TEACHERS THINK WOULD BE BENEFITED 
BY PUPIL-MADE AIDS 
------ ----- -r- ---- r·-·-·· 
rii /rv ! VI Grade I 1 II v Total 
Per 
Cent 
i 
j 21 I Teachers polled 19 i 15 . 12 10 11 88 ! I 
Reading : 18 8 12 9 2 10 6o 68.0 
----
Spelling 2 0 2 0 0 1 5 5.7 
i 
~-
Language 9 7 I 7 6 2 5 36 4J..o 
··-- -··- ~--- - -, 
History 9 9 
' 
9 I 
Social 8 14 . 14 I 83 94-3 Studies ---·· -~-- _; 
Geography 13 0 7 
Science 6 10 12 10 7 8 52 6o.o 
- -- - --- -------
Health 6 8 7 7 5 5 38 ' 43.0 
Sa.fety 7 5 6 1 2 4 25 28.4 
------
Arithmetic 8 3 3 2 1 4 21 24-0 
---- ....... --- - -
Music 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.1 
I 
j tl 
=----- ------- -"--=- --~-=-=·-=-=================1~-=-=-=--=-
Detailed directions for the following aids are to be 
presented: 
1. 
2. 
~: 5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Posters 
Maps 
Charts 
Hand-made lantern slides 
:Models 
Dioramas 
Panoramas 
Puppets 
The subject areas to be covered are as follows: 
1. 
2. 
~: 5. 6. 
Social Studies 
Comm~ication Arts 
Science 
Arithmetic 
Health and Safety 
Music 
Outline of Procedure for Eac4 Type of Aid. In order to 
~ produce pupil-made visual aids in the most effective manner, th 
teacher must clearly understand two factors: 
1. The objective and purpose which the project is to serve. 
2. The simplest and most direct method of classroom pro-
cedure to achieve the results she desires. 
The greatest problem in making up the directions was that 
of determining the basic number of factual suggestions to be 
I given without producing a stereotyped product, alike 
I and execution wherever made. That both teachers and 
must have a certain amount of knowledge and skill to 
project to a satisfactory completion was conceded. 
Newkirk 1/ states: 
in detail 
pupils 
carry the 
As Lewis V. 
1. Lewis v. Newkirk, Handwork in the Elementary Schools. New 
York, Silver Burdett Company, 1940, p. 7. 
·-- ----=~==-=--=-=-=~=--=============#==== 
====~===============================-==-=-~~~-~~-=-==-~=*========= 
When pupils are left without instruction or 
guidance in the use of tools, ineffectual and waste-
ful habits result. Even though it is not expected 
that the children will develop great speed or accura-
cy, they should learn to be neat and careful in their 
handwork and to provide a product that is in keep-
ing with their ability and maturity. Crude, unsight-
ly handwork, carelessly and thoughtlessly done, has 
little to recommend it either as self-expression or 
as objective learning. 
The writer held a discussion with nine teachers represent-
ing each elementary grade in the Braintree schools to talk over 
the type and content of directions teachers would prefer for 
classroom pr.ojects. Several magazine articles and forms of 
directives were shown to the group. For example, one was an 
article on the Grand Coulee Dam from the magazine, Junior Arts 
and Activities. !/ The s~~gested activity for construction was 
the building of a model dam. The first paragraph began as 
follows: "Build a dam made from a box covered with cement. 
Place a powerhouse at the foot of the dam and cover with a mix-
ture of flour, salt and water." 
Immediately questions were asked, such as, "What kind of a 
box?" "Can any other material be used in place of cement?" 
"What does a powerhouse look like?" "Is everything covered wit 
the flour and salt mixture?" The main reaction was that gener-
alities are all right for those who have had experience in many 
types of handwork, but in making outlines of procedure, the 
directions should cover the needs of the least informed teacher • 
Mrs. Florence Jeffers, sixth gra~e teacher at the Highland 
1. "Grand Coulee Dam." Junior Arts and Activities. Vol. 23, 
No. 2, April, 1948. 
====*~~===== - ~~==-==========================--==========~======~ 
School suggested that in making up directions for handwork, 
very little previous knowledge of the subject should be assumed. 
If directions are brief and to the point, we can coordinate 
them with what we know very quickly. Err on the side of being 
redundant rather than leave out information we may not be famil 
iar with. 
Mrs. Marcia White, second grade teacher at the Hollis 
School said that magazine articles of the · conversational type 
have their place but a busy teacher prefers as much information 
as possible given in as few words as absolutely necessary. 
Illustrations add a great deal to the clarity of directions. 
A standard form to be used for all types of projects was 
next decided on. The objective -or purpose of the undertaking 
must be stated and then working instructions given clearly and 
briefly. It was decided that the outlines were to be developed 
under the following headings: 
1. 
2. 
~: 5. 
Grade level 
Subject 
Objectives 
Preparation 
Procedure 
Every project described in this study has been produced in 
the classroom. The elementary teacher was given the first drafi 
of the outline of directions and asked to answer these question~ • 
"Are the directions clear and workable as to: 
1. Basic materials necessary? 
2. Sufficient information given in each step 
of the procedure of activity? 
Please write your comments on the directions for the 
project." 
The suggestions of the teachers were given consideration 
when the outlines were made up in thed.r final form. 
The writer cannot urge teachers too strongly to regard 
the directions given herein as a stepping stone to further 
creative endeavors in this field. The greatest satisfaction 
for both teacher and pupil comes from solving a problem to-
gether. In this spirit the teacher will grow with her pupils 
and share with them the zest for finding new ways of expression 
If the pupils are given a share in the choosing and planning 
of a project, the teacher will be continually astonished at 
their ingenuity and understanding. 
1_4 
Materials for Constructive Activities. Children at the 
elementary level should work with satisfying materials, things 
which are not too difficult to handle and which lead on to fur-
ther exploration. Clay, cloth, cardboard (boxes), wood, and 
waste materials all meet these r~quirements. 
The imaginative use of waste materials is a very important 
factor in the making of classroom projects. The many materials 
to be had just for the finding and collecting offer a great 
challenge to the resourcefulness and inventiveness of the pupil • 
The child who is enthusiastic about the problem will be ever 
alert to ways and means of carrying it through to completion. 
Every classroom should be provided with a box or cabinet 
in which children may deposit discarded materials (such as thos 
mentioned under waste materials) that they bring from home. 
The following is a list of materials and suggestions for 
their use: 
Clay: animals for a farm, zoo, or circus; fruits and yege-
tables for store; tiles, figures of people, bowls, 
birds, miniature buildings, masks, and other creative 
ornaments. 
Paper: is not satisfactory when used for large objects, but c 
be used in problems small in size so that the product 
will not be flimsy. Cardboard boxes are durable and 
serve well for larger objects as buildings, trucks, 
engines, etc. 
Papier-mache can be used for most of the suggestions 
:1_5 
-=--==~==#=11 ==---====un==z:~<!er _ cl~a , or in con ·unc_tion with _cl_a~ =a~s~i~~~====tt====== 
Soap:· 
making of puppets, masks, bowls, maps, figures, and 
house furnishings. 
may be used as a substitute for clay or wood but should 
not attempt to imitate either. Use for marble columns 
and Greek statuary. 
Plaster of Paris: 
Wood: 
plaques and tiles; base or terrain £or dioramas and pan-
oramas. Patching plaster, because it does not dry so 
quickly, is a little easier for pupils to handle. 
need not be expensive i£ scrap wood is used. It is nee-
essary when projec.ts call for more rigidity in construc-
tion than clay, cardboard, or plaster affords. Orange 
crates can be used to make chairs, bookcases, trucks, 
trains, dioramas, and building puppet stages. Scrap 
wood can be used for airplanes, boats, beds, birdhouses, 
toys, and buildings. 
Waste materials: 
are indispensable in the making of projects of all types 
The following suggestions show the variety of materials 
that can be used and some of their possible uses. 
beads - jewelry, costume, decoration. 
berry baskets - dolls' beds, miniature furniture, 
wagons. 
cigar or chalk box - buildings, furniture, or wher-
ever thin wood is required. 
burlap - bags, rugs, costumes. 
buttons - eyes, clothes. 
1.6 
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clothes pins - people, dolls, furniture. 
cans, tin containers - drums, flower pots,_ vases, 
trains. 
cardboard food con-
tainers - oatmeal box - silo, cradles, rattles for 
rhythm bands, totem poles, 
castles, buildings. 
corrugated boxes - tile roof, log cabin, wagons, 
trucks, stage sets, houses, 
dioramas. 
cellophane - windows, ice, glass, water. 
dowel sticks - trees, puppet's body and controls. 
gloves - hinges for doors, puppet's shoes. 
inner tubes - top of drums, trees. 
excelsior - stuffing, nests, brushes. 
feathers - Indian and other costumes. 
fur - costumes, hair, animals. 
glass - water effects. 
mailing tubes - palm trees, lamps, tree trunks. 
meat skewers - trees, buildings, legs for figures 
modeled from clay or papier mache. 
nature materials - birch bark - canoes. 
twigs - trees, flowers. 
she~ls - dishes, sea scenes. 
pine cones - trees, turkeys. 
seeds - costume or native 
weeds and 
grasses 
jewelry. 
- undergrowth. 
paper bags - paper puppets, masks. 
pill boxes - chairs, seats, wagons, trains. 
paraffin - ice, carving, leaves, flowers. 
paper clips - construction base. 
L 
pipe cleaners - people, animals. 
rope (frayed) - people, animals. 
sawdust - green-dyed for grass, brown for ground or 
sand. 
spools - shelves, fireplugs, wheels, stumps. 
tinfoil - mirrors, ice, jewelry. 
typewriter ribbon rolls - wheels for carts. 
wire - construction of all kinds. 
wrapping paper - friezes, tepees, scenery, charts, 
maps. 
CHAPTER III 
POSTERS 
j _9 
POSTERS - INTRODUCTION 
''The poster is a more or less geometric abstract of a 
scene, action or idea for the purpose of creating strong and 
lasting impressions." Y 
Every pupil is familiar with the poster; not only with the 
work of professional artists such as is displayed constantly 
in the classroom (Red Cross, safety drives, etc.) but also 
through the actual experience of making one himself. Too 
often the same routine subjects are allotted to poster treat-
! ment in each grade so that a pupil associates the poster with 
such topics as, "Be Kind to Animals," "Eat Well-balanced Meals," 
or P.T.A. drives and the like. 
Posters in the schools serve a dual purpose, that of 
being instructional, and, at the same time, being highly decor-
ative. A well-constructed poster puts across an idea or a 
message giving very little detail, so reducing the concept to 
its most simplified form. Poster-making should be more than 
just an art exercise. The pupils must understand the reasons 
why the poster is being used as a form of interpretation for 
the subject at hand. For example, a series of posters exe-
cuted at the end of a unit of study will serve to bring hame 
j the salient points of the subject. 
1. Charles F. Hoban, Charles F. Hoban, Jr. and Samuel B. 
Zisman, Visualizing the Curriculum. New York, The Dryden 
Press, Inc., 1948, p. 216. 
20 
The basic principles of poster-making are the same for all 
grades, whether it be the first or sixth, so the following 
instructions ean readily be made applicable to the grade 
concerned. 
Subject: . The problem here is not what subject. As a great 
many subjects can be successfully illustrated in 
poster form, the teacher must view her year's pro-
gram in advance and tentatively decide which subject 
will be b.est served by the poster type of drawing. 
Too frequent use of poster work will not only unbal-
ance the art experiences of the pupil but the poster 
itself will tend to lose its dramatic appeal. 
Objectives: Posters are used in schools for various purposes, 
some of which are: 
Materials: 
1. To teach some special item of subject matter. 
2. To communicate a more general idea. 
3. To create an esthetic or atmospheric effect, 
generally or immediately related to the 
curriculum. 
1 . Backgrounds . 
White paper, 12 x 18 in. or 18 x 24 in. 
Colored construction paper, 12 x 18 in. or 
18 x 24 in. 
Bristol board. 
Illustration board. (Expensive, used for 
special occasions only) 
21. 
2. Media 
Transparent water colors. 
Tempera paint, in jars. 
Dry poster paint. 
Crayons. 
Chalks. 
India ink. 
). Brushes. Small No. 7. 
Large easel type. 
4. Colored paper. 
5. Materials that may be pasted on to simulate 
actual objects; for example, cloth, metallic 
paper, bark of trees. 
Preparation: Before going into the technical points connected 
with poster making it pays to stop and analyze 
the features that are found in an attractive, 
convincing poster. Bring such posters into the 
classroom and hold a discussion on them. 
1. A good poster should carry well. 
2. It should be simple. 
). It should be interesting and attractive. 
4- It should be convincing. 
5. It should leave a definite message. Y 
1. John DeLemos, Planning and Producing Posters. Worcester, 
Mass., Davis Press, Inc., 1943, p. 7. 
Pupils must understand what Beigeleisen 1/ calls 
"The cardinal principles of poster design". 
1. Simplicity. An essential point to work for 
in a good poster. A poster should not give a 
cluttered appearance. 
a. Layout. Generally speaking, the fewer the 
units into which a space is divided the 
more pleasing it is to the eye. 
b. Techniques. There should be a minimum of 
different painting techniques. 
c. Lettering. Avoid too much lettering, let-
tering hard to read, fanciful borders and 
unnecessary shading or flourishes mru!ing 
words difficult to read. 
2. Balance. 
a. Formal balance: an imaginary axis rtU'll'ling 
through the center of the poster dividing 
the design so that both sides are the 
same. This is a safe, decorative type of 
arrangement but generally it lacks the 
dramatic, attention-getting power that a 
poster should have. 
b. Informal balance. This gives the feeling 
of a balanced see-saw without the bisym-
metrical arrangement of parts. This is 
1. J". I. Beigeleisen, Poster Gallery. New .York, . Greenberg, 
1947, p. 9· 
I 
I 
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Procedure: 
attained by a skillful placement of color, 
lettering and illustration. When done 
properly this type of composition is by 
far the most dynamic. 
3. The selling point. The aim of a poster is to 
sell something; a product, a service, a cause, 
and the aim should be clear • .1/ A good poster 
first attracts immediate attention and then 
gives forth its message with the idea clearly 
presented. 
A definite subject is chosen for poster treatment. 
1. Sketch layout. No attempt should be made to 
draw details. Attention at this time is 
focused .on planning an interesting, forceful 
and attractive combination of design and 
lettering. 
2. After a few sketches have been made, complete 
the best ones in "values". This is done by 
shading in certain portions with a dark pencil, 
leaving other areas light. In this way the 
balance of the composition may be judged. 
3. Before transferring sketch to the final paper, 
make sure your poster checks on all points of 
good poster making previously discussed. 
1. J. I. Beigeleisen, Poster Gallery. New York, Greenberg, 
1947, p. 11. 
'] (.. 
Dale l/ says, "Ineffective posters try to do 
too much, use too many symbols, too many 
words, or representations that have more than 
one meaning.n 
4. Transfer of the idea to the finished paper 
may be done as follows:: 
a. Lettering is blocked out in place and 
design painted with free brush on final 
paper. 
b. Entire design and lettering is blocked 
on tracing paper the size of the finished 
work. Erasures or necessary changes are 
made on this paper. After poster has 
been laid out correctly on tracing, turn 
paper over and run a soft pencil over the 
outline of the sketch. Thumb tack or 
scotch-tape the tracing to poster paper and 
trace with hard pencil. 
5. Completing the poster: As the study of color, 
its relationships and effective carrying 
power and general usage could well take up a 
chapter in itself, the writer assumes that the 
class has had this instruction in another 
phase of art work. 
1. Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching. New York, 
The Dryden Press, 1946, p. 276. 
a. Be sure that enough color has been mixed 
to finish the area. It is very difficult 
to match water-color paint. 
b. Paint large areas first. Set poster up at 
a distance to check colors. Colors must 
have carrying power. 
c. If crayons are used, be sure the letters 
have sharp edges to insure clearness. 
6. Posters are not necessarily conrined to paint 
and crayon. Effective posters are made from 
cutting colored paper or from a combination 
of painted letters and materials, such as 
previously sugge~ted, pasted on to the back-
ground. 
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Poster 
Grade I. 
Subject: Nature. The change of foliage during the seasons. 
Objective: l. To stimulate an interest in the pupil's nat-
ural environment. 
2. To aid in the training of direct observation. 
3. To develop an appreciation of the beauty and 
wonders of Nature. 
Materials: l. \~ite construction paper, 18 x 24 in. 
2. Manila drawing paper for crayon drawing s, or, 
colored construction paper for cut paper 
design. 
3. Black construction paper for letters. 
Preparation:l. Pupils should ovserve the trees as they are 
at the time this project is started. 
2. Teacher and pupils bring in pictures and books 
showing trees as they look during the other 
season s. 
3. Class discussions on the changing seasons and 
their effect on leaves and trees. 
4. Divide class into four sections representing 
the seasons. 
Procedure: l. Draw and color trees in fall, or cut from col-
ored construction paper. 
2. Cut letters from rectangle or black constructior 
paper, 3i x 5 in. 
3. Draw and color or cut from colored construction 
paper trees in winter, spring and summer. 
4. Cut letters as above. 
I I 
. I 
I I 
I I 
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POSTER 
Grade II. 
Subject: Health. Take care of your body. 
Objective: 1. To provide for the pupil a forceful emphasis on 
the health facts brought out in the lesson. 
2. To reduce an idea to its simplest and most 
direct form. 
3. To produce a picture and lettering that will be 
attractive, well exe cuted, and will properly 
convey the message intended. 
Materials: 1. 12 x 18 in. white paper. 
2. Crayons. 
3. Narrow strips of oak tag for lettering guides. 
4. Colored construction p a per f or letters. 
Preparation: 1 .This series of posters will be done after the 
unit of study on personal health. 
2. List the number of ways the second grade pupil 
can be resp on sible for his own well-being. 
For e xample: 
a) Early to bed. 
b) Good food. 
c) Brush teeth. 
d) Dress warmly. 
e) Wa sh hands be fore eating . 
f) Bathe frequently. 
I 
I 
g) Play outdoors. 
3. Divide the suggestions listed among the class 
so that every one of them will be represented. 
Procedure: 1. Cut slogan from small construction paper rec-
tang les. Make sure slogans are kept as simple 
as possible. Let the picture tell the story, 
for at this ag e the picture is easier to 
accomplish well than the lettering. 
2. Arrange letters on background paper without 
pasting to see how much space they occupy and 
where the p icture will be placed. 
3. Draw and color picture using strong, bold 
contrasts to be sure the message will carry. 
DRESS 
WARMLY 
4. Paste on letters. 
t I 
c::::::J 
J 
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POSTER - CUT PAPER 
Grade IV. 
Subject: Reading for pleasure. 
Objectives: 1. To encourage reading outside of classroom 
assignments. 
Materials: 
2. To make good use of the school and public 
library. 
3. To improve the pupil's ability to set forth 
an idea in a forceful, direct manner. 
4. To produce an attractive poster that will 
show a workable knowledge of the principles of 
composition and color. 
1. 12 x 18 in. colored construction paper for 
background. 
2. Construction or light weight poster paper in 
all colors for picture and lettering. 
3. Scissors and paste. 
4. Oak tag guide for lettering. 
Preparation: 1. Class discussion on reading for fun and profit ~ 
Ask what kind of books the pupils like to 
read--adventure, travel, sport, fantasy, etc. 
2. Decide whether the posters are to be made for 
the classroom or the entire school. 
3. Ask the public library if they would be inter-
ested in having posters for display. 
4. Discuss the topics and suggestions that could 
31_ 
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Procedure: 
Leove-
loo;::,e 
cur I ovey 
p<=-r>C..I L 
be used to encourage children to read more. 
Ask children to give examples of possible 
slogans. 
Reading is Funl 
Adventure by the Firesidet 
Travel via Books! 
1. Make preliminary sketches of the idea. Map 
out the composition. Be sure the slogan is 
kept as simple as possible. 
2. Cut all the elements of the picture from 
colored paper. See what you can do with the 
paper by curling, twisting or fringing it. 
Fold it to achieve a three dimensional effect. 
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3.. Cut letters using an oak tag guide. 
;;~ 1[5} 
4· Arrange the entire composition on background 
paper, overlapping parts if necessary. Paste 
ir;t place. 
------.:------ - · 
Grade V. 
Subject: 
Objectives: 
Materials: 
Preparation: 
POSTER-COLLAGE TYPE 
Safety 
1. To bring home in a direct and dramatic way to 
pupils in the school the principles of safety 
education. 
2. To make them realize the value of using imagina-
tion and creative thinking in producing some-
thing that will attract attention and give 
forth a message. 
1. 12 x 18 in white paper. 
2. Crayons, paints, or colored construction paper. 
3. Narrow strips of oak tag for lettering guides. 
1. Class discussion on what aspects of safety 
education need to be constantly brought to the 
minds of all the pupils in the school. List on 
blackboard suitable topics as: 
a) Don't play with fire. 
b) Keep thing s off the floor and stairs. 
c) Obe y traffic rules. 
d) Let strange pets alone. 
2. Teachers must review for the class the basic 
principles of making a good poster. (See 
34 
general instructions on making poster drawings.) 
Procedure: 1. Draw preliminary sketches to get the idea for 
the poster. These are dravm without any regard 
to carrying power. 
2. Simplify the best idea so that only the parts 
essential to the presentation of the message 
are used. 
JJ II 
3. Plan layout, place lettering and picture. 
Reduce slogan to its simplest form. 
4. Decide what parts of the poster can be represen-
ted by pasting, glueing, or stapling material I 
to the background instead of painting. 
For example: 
a) Cloth for clothing. 
b) Colored cellophane shredded, for fire. 
c) Colored beads for traffic lights. 
d) Matches for wood, fences, etc. 
35 
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[J@ ~ 
Class discussion with everyor-e pooling 
ideas will bring forth countless other 
suggestions. 
1. Burnt matches are 
g lued to background. 
2~ -Dress of girl made 
from scrap material. 
3. Fire from dress or 
thin strips or red 
and yellow cellophane • 
4. Lettering is cut rrom 
black construction 
paper and pasted on. 
~~£~ 0 
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II 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER ACTIVITY 
IN 
POSTER MAKING 
Grade I 
1. Health - clean hands, fresh air, p lenty of sleep, 
drink milk, brush teeth. 
2. Street safety - stop and look both ways, cross on g reen 
and yellow light, obey t he patrol. 
3. Home safety - thing s that cause fires, toy s carelessly 
left around. 
4. Prope r rest:: Getting ready for bed, suitable · . 
recreat ion, p ersonal p reparation conditions fo r sl eep -
ing . 
5. Considera tion for h ousehold pets. 
6. Animals that help us . 
7. Wind on land and sea. 
8. Growing flowers - digging, planting, watering, weeding , 
enjoying. 
9 . Things that give us light, as sun, fire, candles, 
electricity. 
10. Characters in the reading books. 
11. F'arm animals, what they g ive us, as cows, horses, sheep , 
pigs, chicken, goats. 
12. Animal families - baby animals are like their mothers 
but have different nmaes, such as- cow, calf; horse, 
colt; hen, chick; goat, kid; sheep, lamb; duck, 
I 
I 
~ 
duckling ; cat, kitt en; dog , puppy. 
13. Different typ es of v.Jeather. 
14. Signs of Spring - birds flying North, waym wind s 
blowing , rain falling , kites flying , winmaills 
turning , peop l e making g ardens. 
Signs of Su~aer - children and grown-ups playing , 
,! swinmling , fish ing , picnics, light-weight clothes. 
I 116. 
I 
I 
117. 
I 
1 
18. 
I 
119 . 
120. 
11 21. 
lj 
I 1. 
Si gns of Fall - leaves falling, birds flying South, 
peopl e r aking and burning leaves, squirrels 
g athering nuts. 
Signs of Wint e r - snow, sliding , skating , feeding 
birds, sh oveling snow. 
Learn ing t o get a long with oth ers. 
Playing together. 
Helping others in school and home. 
Neatness in school and home . 
Grade II 
Heal t h - all phases of healthful living can be 
emphasized by the poster. 
2. Safety - school, home, playground, street, and 
I~ 
travel. 
3. Your community help ers - po l icemen, firemen, 
stree t cle aners, garbag e collectors, teachers, 
librarians, postmen. 
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4. Activities of the postman - deliv e ring letters, 
g athering up letters from the stre et mail boxes, 
sorting the mail. 
5. Activities of the firemen - sliding down the pole, 
driving the eng ine, running out the hose, squirting 
water, clL~bing ladders. 
6. Adv ertising circus attractions. 
7. Advertising Indian display in classroom or any 
other exhibit t h at mi ght be of interest to the 
rest of t h e school. 
8 . vJays of travel - bus, train, a irplane, boat. 
9. Travel on land - walking , riding , wag ons, trucks, 
12. 
_j ·. l7. I 
trains, automobiles, stree t car s, etc. 
Travel on tv-ater - rafts, canoes, sailing ship s, 
ocean liners. 
Travel in the air - balloons, blimp s, airplanes. 
How transportation takes care of our needs. 
Suggesting books that others mi ght like to read. 
Types of stories of interest to the grade - true , 
informational, make-believe. 
Rules of conduct in a library - keep quiet, return 
books on time, 'handle books carefully with clean 
hands, be sure books are checked in ru~d out. 
Spring festiva l . 
ir·There we get ou r foo d - truck gardener, dairy farm, 
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ve ge table and fruit market, groc e ry store. 
1 8 . Activities fffinily can do together - visit zoo, 
aquarium, or museum, sing tog ether, read out loud , 
play games . 
19. Keeping our co~rnunity clean. Sanitation depart ment. 
What children and adults can do. 
Grade III 
l. Patriotism - what my country me ans to me . 
2. What the third grade pupils can do to help and 
protect younger children both at school and at 
home. 
J. Types of clothing according to season. 
4. Ne atness in dress - clean handkerchief, shoe laces 
and ribbons tied, clothing adjusted and in place, 
clothing -suited to weather and activities, have 
clothing washed at fre_quent intervals. 
5. Rules about everyday ways to dress and to protect 
your health. 
6 . Cleanliness - bathing , well - kept nails, clean teeth, 
hands washed before eating, shampoo hair. 
7. Food habits - eat at regular times, drink milk, 
eat fresh fruits, have simple dishes rathe r than 
rich or fried foods, do not talk with food in 
mouth, use napkin. 
I 
8. Safe walking practice s - in halls, stairways, class-
I 
I 
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room, cloakroom, lunchroom, auditorium, fire 
drill. 
9. Safe ty rul e s for construction - l ay sharp tools 
in a safe p lace Hhen not in us e , be caref ul of 
others when using sharp tools, b eware of rusty 
nails, avoid splin t e rs by s andpapering wood. 
10. Diffe r ent types of Indians - fo r est, prairie, desert. 
11. Plant growing thing s to beautify a place - trees, 
shrubs bushes, vine s, flowers. 
12. Different phases of conservation a s applied to 
animals. 
13. ~·lay s in which we are benefitted by birds and 
animals, the ir us eful n ess to us. 
14. Safety - warning sign a ls pup ils sh ould und e rstand-
red l ant e r n s, red f lag s on streets under rep air, 
watcrunen's signals, flashing red lights, ring ing 
bells, lowe red g ates at railroad crossing s, 
ambulance and fire eng ine sirens. 
15. Ma k ing the home safe from d anger of fire - insp ect 
wiring , cl ean tra sh from attic, basement halls, 
clos e ts, etc., keep furnace in g ood condition, 
put match es in safe p lace. 
Grade IV 
1. Conv eniences and safe ty of modern travel. 
2. Inventor s wh ose contributions h ave help ed gr e atly 
~-~--____ ! ---~ =~====-=~===-"""-'-== 
to advance means of transportation - James Watt, 
Benjamin Franklin, George Stephenson, Robert Fulton, 
the Wright brothers, Rudolph Diesel. 
3. Chi e f seaports, airports, railroad teymina ls in the 
United States. 
4. Travel p osters of European countries - the class ha s 
already studied advertising of some of the tourist 
attra ctions. 
5. Advantag es of living in Switzerland - health, education, 
beauty, pleasant living conditions, winter· sports. 
6. Adv ert ise a Dutch flower market. 
7. Contrast" peop le, dwellings, and climate of the Aret·ic 
regions and the Belgian Congo and Desert reg ions. 
8. Effect of landscap ing on p roperty - trees and shrubs that 
can beautify grounds. 
9 . Show Hays in which trees benefit us - shade, lumber·, 
beauty, foo d . 
10. Identify birds in this part of the country. 
11~ Prot e ct our birds - bird houses, bird baths, feed in 
Winter. 
12. Make a poster for each of the following countries, 
illustrating by an example of tJ~ical animal and plant 
life - Hexico, cactus, chiclnmlla ; S~-Ji t ze rland, 
edelweiss, chmao is; China, chrysanthemum , cormorant; 
I Cong o, mahogany tree , ant eater; Far North, moss, seal. 
__ j __ 
I 
I 
I 
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13. Different cloud formations. 
14. Travel p osters illustrating trip to the moon. 
15. Fa-mous volcanos of the tvorld. 
16 . Animals that live in herds - buffa lo, elephants, cattl e , 
sheep . 
17. Proper care of the teeth. 
18. Courtesy drive p oster - good manners a t home, at school, 
and in public p laces. 
19. Jay walking , it's dangers. 
Grade V 
1. :Hake travel p osters such as a European mi ght have drat-m 
to adv e rtise America at the time of Columbus, Balboa, 
the Pilgrims. 
2. Concepts of Colonial life - schools, churches, villag e 
life, sports, clothing, transportation. 
3 . Different types of people 1vho first cat11e to America 
and the p laces ,whe re t hey settled. 
4. Poster typify ing the ·early history of three different 
sections of our country - New En gland , Iv1iddle Atlantic, 
South Atlant ic. 
5. Trav e l p osters dep icting our National Pa rks, sc enic 
wonders. 
6. Portra it p ost e rs of our nation's great historical 
cha ract ers , such as Columbus, VJashin g ton, F ranklin, 
Jefferson, Daniel Boone, ·carver, Edison. 
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7. Value of the sev en b a sic group s of foods in ou r diet 
(l) gre en and yellow vegetables; ( 2 ) citrous fruits 
and tomat oes ; (3) p otatoes and other v ege tables and 
f r ui ts; (4) milk and milk p roducts; (5) meat, poltry, 
fish, and e ggs; (6) bread, flour, and c e reals; (7-) 
butter and fortifi e d margarine . 
8 . Correct procedures for handling food, protecting food, 
ke ep i ng food fresh. 
9 . Imp ortance of bact eria control to our health. 
10. I mportance of correct p osture - sitting , walking, 
standing , sleeping . 
1 1 . Show neiglLnorhood p laces safe for coasting ' s kating , 
or s k iing . 
12. Il l ustrat e hazards of throwing hard snowballs, hitching 
rides on sleds , sledding d own hills used for motor 
traff ic, thin ic e obstacles on hillsides Hhen skiing . 
13. Va cation safety, traffic s afety , h ot weather 
p recautions, swimmin g , camping, hiking , going bare-
foot, poisonous plants, treatment of strang e animals, 
s afe Fourth of July . 
14. Clean up and paint up , - be respons i ble for bring ing 
b e auty to your classroom, your school, your yard , your 
room a t ho~ne. 
15. Safe p r a ctices in leaving a burning building - avoid 
crowding , close doors and windows, walk to the nearest 
exit. 
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Grade VI 
1. Travel posters illustrating attractions of ancient Egypt . 
2. Art of Egypt - painting, sculp t ure, pottery, metal 
work , jewelry , i·Je aving, glass. 
J. Scientific accom~lishment s of ancient Egypt - knowledge 
of medi cine , astronomy , embalming, making inks and dyes , 
invention of calendar, sundial, water clock, use of 
numbers, irrigation. 
4. Advertise a Iviediterranean cruise. 
5. Advertise a Greek festival, races, wrestling match, 
javelin throwing , chariot race, 
6 . Advertise Athens a s a seat of culture - beautiful temples, 
sculpture, theater. 
7. Contributions of Roman civilization to the modern vwrld -
languag e, law, govern11ent, numerals, al phabet, 
aqueducts, roads. 
8 . Posters urg ing young men to g o to the Crusades. 
9. Advert is e a medieval fair - work of various guilds , 
Punch and Judy shows, snake charmers, magicians, jugglers, 
dancing , duelling . 
10. Illustrate Britain 's outst~nding contributions to world 
literature - Chaucer, Shakespeare , Shelley , etc . 
11. Travel p osters of the British Isles. 
12. Adv ertise chief p roducts from al l parts of the British 
Empire . 
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13. Adv ert ise transportation on the first ste runboat, first 
train , first horse-drawn street car, first taxi cab. 
lLj_. Advertise modern travel as the l ast -vmrd in speed, 
safety , and convenience . 
15. Depict cormnuni cation, houses, a.Yld travel of Yesterday, 
Today and Tomorrow. 
16 . Illustrate the many ways our lives are inf luenced by 
electricity. 
17. Shmv- s afety precautions in handling elec-tricity . 
18. Illustrate animals which h ave pq_rticular adaptat ions for 
the purpose of securing food - ant eaters, p e licans, 
elephants, g iraffe s, fro g s. 
19. Prop er g rooming , g ood manne rs. 
20 . Helping the body to fi ght disease - correct health habits, 
antiseptics, vaccination, city, state and federal health 
laws. 
21. Illustrate street safety p~actices - pedestrian, 
passenger, and guid~nce in the ope ration of bicycles, 
roller skates ru1d othe r wheeled veichles used by 
elementary pupils. 
22 . Princip les of democracy - equality, loyalty, justice, 
freedom, etc . 
23 . Illustrate in poster form traffic safety throughout the 
year. 
CHAPTER IT 
MAPS 
MAPS - INTRODUCTION 
Commercial maps are available in many and varied forms for 
classroom use. The suggestions given in the outlines following 
this introduction are in no way intended to supplant or imitate 
the professional product. The purpose of the pupil-made maps 
is to produce an aid to learning that will be attractive in 
appearance and will make some phase of the subject more readily 
understood and appreciated. 
Directly or indirectly, maps can reveal an enormous amount 
of information and can be as accurate or as simple as the need 
demands. Pupil-made maps should be adapted to the ability of 
the student. 
The simplest of all maps is the plan of the pupil's own 
neighborhood. From there, as his learning increases he can 
undertake larger areas, his county, state and continent. 
Through the use of symbols, pictures, materials that can be 
pasted or attached, the pupil finds map making a versatile 
project with limitless possibilities of describing relation-
ships and concepts. 
Hoban, Hoban and Zisman!/ state the function of maps as 
follows: 
1. Physical nature of materials; differences between 
water, land, ice, deserts, vegetation. 
1. Charles F. Hoban, Charles F. Hoban, Jr. and Samuel B. 
Zisman, Visualizing the Curriculum. New York, The Dryden 
Press. 1946, pp. 227-228. 
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2. Physical forms~ ; geological formations, topography, 
continents, bodies of water, coastlines, natural 
boundaries, passes, natural routes. 
3. Climatic and air conditions; temperature zones, 
wind belts and fertile areas. 
4. Time relationships; the international date line, 
the Analemma, time dial, sunrise, continuous day. 
5. Political arrangements, boundaries, influences. 
6. Historical settings and movements. 
7. Communication and transportation; linking of areas 
and places by natural and man-made means, travel. 
8. Cultural activity, industrial and agricultural 
life, spheres of influence. 
9. Planning, charting and organizing. 
10. Statistical information; frequency of occurrence 
and relation of quantities. 
The pupil-made maps should be worthy of the time spent in 
making them. The purpose must be clear to the observer. It 
must be artistic in appearance as well as accurate in its dis-
play of information. With regard to this, McKown and Roberts l 
say: "Although the pupil-made map should not be expected to 
equal the product of a professional, yet it should have some 
caliber, be useful, and also represent a good educational in-
vestment of the time and effort spent on it." 
l. Harry C. McKown and Alvin E. Roberts, Audio-Visual Aids To 
Instruction. New York, McGraw-Hill . Book Co., 1940, p. 82. 
I 
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NEIGHBORHOOD MAP 
1 
I 
Grade III 
I Subject: Social Study, Braintree. 
1 The immediate surroundings of the pupils. 
I 
II 
The neighborhood in which they live. 
JJ Objectives: 1. 
II 
To interest the class in their surroundings. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
II 
,, 
11 
II 
2. To orient near-by places of interest in the 
I 
i 
community. 
3. 
I Materials: 1. 
To provide the basis for future usage or maps ~ 
Krart brown paper cut to size to rit avail- I 
able blackboard space. 
2. Map or Braintree. (actual) 
3. Colored construction paper. 
4. Paste. 
5. India ink. 
Preparation: 1. Concept of neighborhood in relation to town. 
2. Find out where everyone lives. Where do you 
Procedure: 
live? Know the neighborhood better. 
3. Pupils group themselves as to location, 
streets near their homes. 
4. Location of community helpers and community 
property in neighborhood. I 
The proportionate width of the map will be deter- ! 
mined by the shape of the area to be covered. 
1. Block out the streets on the large paper. A 
__ s~a~l maE_ of Braintree will serve as a guide. 
--- tl 
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2. 
3. 
paper. 
4. Paste in proper position on the large paper. 
5. Public buildings are next made and pasted on 
maps. 
6. Add trees, flags, hydrant, mail ~oxes, etc. 
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PRODUCTS MAP 
Grade IV. 
Subject: Africa 
Objectives: 1. To visualize for the pupils the geographical 
location of the principal products of Africa. 
Material: 
2. To aid in fixing this type of information 
in the minds of the pupils. 
3. To produce an activity that will arouse the 
ingenuity and resourcefulness of the pupil. 
1. Background material, size not less than 
18 x 24 in, may be either of the following, 
Cardboard 
Bristol board 
Cotton cloth 
Kraft paper 
2. Crayons or paint. 
3. Scotch tape or glue. 
4. Large medicine capsules for such items 
as sugar, cocoa, etc. 
5. Representative materials for all the projects. 
The followin g list is merely suggestive. 
The ingenuity and in'Tentiveness of: the pupils 
should bring forth other ideas. 
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Preparation: 
Procedure: 
sugar cocoa 
cotton copper 
rice asbestos 
dates gold 
rubber diamonds 
cloves tobacco 
corn rugs 
This project follows the study of the 
African continent, the climate and its 
effect on the economic capabilities of the 
land. 
1. Class compiles list of important products 
of .Africa. 
2. Discuss how each product is to be represented. 
As most of the material used will have to be 
brought from home, each pupil is made respon-
sible for some part of the map. 
1. Draw outline map of Africa on background 
paper. Enlarge by one of the following 
methods. 
a) Squared paper: divide a small sketch or 
tracing of Africa into 8 equal spaces, 
divide large paper into same number of 
squares. Be sure to leave adequate 
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margins and title space. Transfer the 
lines from each square on the small map to 
the corresponding square on the large one. 
b. By projection: If an opaque projector is 
available, much time can be saved and 
greater accuracy secured by this device. A 
small sketch is projected directly on to 
the large paper. The distance between the 
projector and the paper must be adjusted 
until the image is the size wanted. Sketcl 
in pencil what is to appear on the map. 
2. Locate the places where .the products will be 
put. Scotch tape or glue into position. 
a. Articles are usually kept in better condi-
tion if they are wrapped in cellophane be-
fore being attached to the foundation. 
b. If large medicinal capsules are obtainable, 
3-
4· 
put sugar, cocoa, etc., into them. 
Letter names of places other data needed, usinE 
I 
arrows if necessary to indicate exact location: • 
Outline map in strong black crayon or ink. 
Color suggestions of ocean or land character-
istics may be made, but must not detract from 
the main objectives, or make the map look 
cluttered. 
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COTION 
RELIEF MAP 
Grade V. 
Subject: History 
Area of the Uni~ed States covering territory of the 
westward expansion. 
Objectives: 1. To show the type of terrain the pioneers had 
to cross on their trails to the west. 
Material: 
2. To create a better understanding of the 
hazards of such a journey. 
3. To illustrate the importance of rivers as 
main highways. 
4. To show natural passes which enabled pioneers 
to cross mountains. 
1. Heavy cardboard or wood, at least 20 in. x 
20 in. 
2. Contour of country may be made from the 
following materials: 
a. Papier-mache. 
b. Patching plaster. 
c. Salt and flour. 
3. Paints. 
Preparation: Knowledge of the location of mountain ranges; 
Procedure: 
principal rivers and plains. 
1. Draw outline of country in pencil on base 
material. 
2. Indicate mountain ranges, river beds and 
plains. 
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3. Build up contours with whatever material is 
to be used. It is necessary to exaggerate 
the height o£ mountains and the depth o£ 
rivers in order to give emphasis to points o£ 
importance. 
The £ollowing is a description of the materials 
that could be used in making the map. 
1. Clay. 
a. Water clay dries hard but cracks easily. 
b. Oil clay never hardens; very easily 
manipulated. 
2. Papier-mache. 
a. Tear paper into small pieces and soak in 
water. 
b. Squeeze out water. 
c. Mix with thin paste. Add more £lour. I£ 
this is done, it will stick firmly to 
the base when dry. 
3. Patching plaster. 
a. Mix to consistency of cream. 
b. Sets slowly so that additions can be made 
c. Can be carved after it dries. 
4. Mixture o£ salt and flour. 
a. Proportions are, 2 cups flour, 1 cup 
salt, 1~ to 2 cups water. 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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ILLUSTRATION MAP 
Grade VI 
Subject: History 
Objective: 
Material: 
Early Civilization - Greece 
To give historical racts a realistic place on 
the earth. 
1. Krart paper background as large as display 
space will permit. 
2. Poster paints either in jars or dry paint 
mixed with water. 
3. Brushes, pans, etc. 
4. India inks. (optional) 
Preparation: The class must know where the rollowing places 
are located and the story behind each or the 
facts they are to illustrate. 
1. Mount Olympus - Home of the Gods - Greek 
worship of Gods. 
2. Athens - Height of Greek beauty in art and 
architecture. Parthenon, etc. 
3. Olympia - Every four years athletic games 
were held on the plains of Olympia. 
4. Corinth - Architecture - Corinthian column. 
5. Sparta - City state of Sparta became nation 
of warriors. 
,, 
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6. Delphi - Delphic Oracle in the Temple ot 
Apollo. 
The above are merely suggestions. Each class must make 
its own decision as to what to put on the map~ 
Procedure: 1. Draw outline of Greeee showing parts of 
neighboring countries and make it as large as 
space permits. 
Locate places to be illustrated. 
Draw and paint pictures 
6 0 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER ACTIVITY IN NAP HAKING . 
Grade III 
1. Community buildings - library, fire station, police station~ 
postoffice, reservoir. 
2. Location of stores in the tmm that sup ply daily needs -
food, clothing , hardv~are, bakery, drug. 
3. Home and garden - interesting points in inmediate surround-
ings, trees, fences, ualks, fire alarm, and mai l boxes. 
4. vJall maps sho-vdng location Pueblo, Prairie and Forest 
Indians. 
,5 . Sh01,; route of food from faPm to home (railroads, trucks, 
wholesale maPkets, stores). 
6. Pictorial map sho-vJing animals used for foods in various 
countries. 
7. Products map to shovr where breakfast comes from., or dinner, 
or lunch. 
8 . Nap of building site. 
Grade IV 
1. Map different parts of the country where our food and 
clothing come from. 
2. Relief map of Switzerland. 
3. Illustrate on map how p eople ma."ke a living - farming , herd-
ing, handicrafts, tourists. 
4. Af'rica - shovling Congo, equator, mountains and lakes. Use 
large brovm pap~r (kraft) ru1d poster paint. 
5. Af'rica - on same type of' map as above, pe ople at Hork and 
play, their homes, plru1t and animal lif'e. 
6. Relief map of' Holland. 
7. Occupations of' Holland deterr~ned by location - dairying, 
f'ar:m.ing, fishing, peat-cutting, shipping. 
8 . Relief' map of' Arctic region showing icebergs. 
9. Large outline map of' North Africa illustrated with poster 
paint - equator, Nile river, mountains, lakes at source, de 
sert oases, Suez Canal, Red Sea, Nediterranean Sea, Cairo. 
10. Map showing trip f'rom Boston to Cairo, Egypt. 
11. Chief' transportation 1•outes out of Boston. 
12. Pictorial map of' a real (if' possible) or imaginary trip a 
pupil has taken . 
113. Large brown paper Hall maps shovJing important seaports, 
inl~~d waterways , transcontinental railroads, air lines, 
and terminal cities. 
Grade V 
1. Pictorial. maps sho-vdng claims made by the French, Dutch, 
English, by reason of' discovery or -exploration. 
2 . Hake 1 arge Hall map showing routes of' f'amous explorers ru1d 
places visited - Coll..J.mbus, Balboa, 1-iagellan, Vespu cius, De-
Soto, Jobn Cabot, Henry Hudson, Francis Drake, Cook, etc. 
6 ? .... 
Map showing the Norsemen's conception of' the world. 
That part of the Far East travelled by Marco Polo . 
Eastern seaboard sho-vrin[ location of early settlements, it~ 
products and places of interest . 
6. Make a wall map of the United States. Add territory with 
illustrations of interesting facts about each section in 
conjuction with class studies . 
7. American frontiers - · mining, f'arming, ranching. 
8. Northwest territory - the Ohio river, the West , covered 
wagons , trails, p ony express. 
9. Famous western trai ls - the Le:~-Jis and Clark tr•ail, the 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
I 
Oregon trail, the Santa Fe trail, the Gold Rush trail. 
The route of' the Pony Express. 
Animal map of' early America. 
Food producing areas of United States shOl-Jing products. 
Transportation map showing how various f'oods reach Braintre . • 
Draw a map showing where the f'oods you had f'or dinner last 
night c~me f'rom. 
Dra-t.·J map of' United States showing 1...rhere clothing materials 
come from and their source - plants, animals, insects, 
minerals . 
Hap of' United States shov.ring sources of ra-t.-J materials and 
the manufacturing centers for cotton, wool, leather. 
I 1 7. 1'1ap of United States sho1,ring people who have contributed 
I to the nation ' s c:uJ;,ture. 
I 
\I 
18. :r1aps shmving population changes in Braintree. 
19. National parks and monuJnents. 
20. Hap showing where glaciers are to be found today and where 
glaciers once were but have since disappeared. 
Grade VI 
1. Early man~ map of Europe locating on it the homes of the 
Lake D1r>1ellers, mountain people, Plainsmen, Forest and Rive 
people, S.ea people. 
2. Map demonstrating the location of Egypt as a center of an-
dient and modern trade rou tes. 
3. Map indicating the irrigation system of Egypt. 
4. Relief map to show how mOi.mtains and sea, by dividing 
Greece into many distinct sections, ·t-rere responsible for 
the city state. 
5. Hap of the travels of Ulysseus. 
6. Series of maps shoHing growth of Roman Empire. 
7. Pictorial map showing the spread of civilization. 
8. ~ourneys of the Crusaders. 
9. Extent of world knmvn in 300 B •. c., lL~OO A.D., 1700 A.D. 
10. Nedieval manor shoHing fields, woods, strips of cultivated 
lands, village, and manor house. 
11. Large wall. map of the world showing the British Isles and 
the British Empire. Nark air and trade routes. 
12·. Map showing famous places in Britain. 
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14. 
15. 
Conrraunication and transportation - draw maps illustrating 
air routes, cable crossings, inter-oceanic telephone con-
nections, railroads , highways, and weather conditions. 
Nap showing mi grations of birds. 
Safety - make larg e wall map of school area sh01ving stop 
signs, traffic lights, and special danger spots. 
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CHAPTER V 
CHARTS 
---- - - --
11 
L 
CHARTS - INTRODUCTION 
Charts are used to analyze a problem or situation. They 
.1 show proper sequence and relationship. They provide an attrac-
1/ tive and instructive means or summarizing, comparing, and con-
trasting subject matter. Dale Y says: " ••• a chart may be 
thought of as a means of 'mapping' anything that is not 
geographical or statistical." 
As in the case of maps, charts can be used to educational 
advantage in practically all classroom subjects. They may be 
illustrated in the same manner by pasting pictures, or by 
drawing or painting directly on the chart, or attaching mater-
ials by stapling, gluing, or using scotch tape. 
Much of the illustration of a chart needs to be done by 
the use of symbols. "The symbol is a pictorial presentation of 
1 an object from which all but the very essential or usual char-
acteristics have been removed. It should be self-explanatory, 
always a likeness of the thing be·ing represented." ?/ 
li jl 
I 1-------
1 11. Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods in Teachins. 
The Dryden Press. 1946, p. 287. 
New York, 
6 • ...., . t 
2. Charles F. Hoban, Charles F. Roban, Jr. and Samuel B. Zism, , 
Vis~alizi~the Curriculum. New York, The Dryden Press, . 
1948, p. , .· . 
I 
II 
--- - -
The more connnon types of charts are: 
Flow or Organization. This chart shows relationship with! 
in an organization or subject. The various elements, whether 
represented by name or picture, are connected by lines showing 
the directional "flow" of the organization. 
Table Chart. This :rorm may show ''time lines" :ror histori-
cal or chronological charting in which are listed in properly 
dated ~equence great inventions, discoveries, explorations, 
acquisitions o:r territory, wars, developments, and many other 
kinds o:r events and data. Another type of this form is a table 
making comparisons, listing advantages and disadvantages, gains 
and losses. 
Tree Chart. This type of chart is used to show growth or 
development. "A 1 tree' or 'stream' type chart ••••• may be used 
to represent multiple results or consequences of a single :roree 
or condition, or the multiple sources which contribute to a 
single situation." Y In the "tree" form a line or shape repre-
sents the "trunk" and various changes or developments are shown 
as the "branches". In the "stream" type this order is reversed 
portraying instead the origin or source and tributaries eon-
verging into the single stream. An example of this would be th 
acquisition of territories which resulted in the United States 
as it is today. 
1. N. L. Goetling, L.aborator Manual and Workbook in Visual 
Education. Waco, Texas, Baylor University Press. 19 , 
p. 63. 
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C H A R T 
Grade I. 
Subject: The School. 
Objective: 1. To create a better understanding of the 
school as a unit. 
2. To illustrate the organization of the school 
3. To display drawing s on a subject in 
meaningful order. 
Preparation: 
This chart will be the culmination of the unit on 
ttThe School" 
1. Children will make a tour of their ovm 
school buildings. 
2. Pupils learn the duties of the officials. 
District Supervisor 
Principal 
Special teachers 
Lunchroom Workers 
Nurse 
Dental Hyg ienists 
Janitor 
Secretary 
Materials: l. Kraft paper for background. 
The size will depend on display space 
available. Make as large as possible. 
2. 9 x 12 in manila paper for illustrations. 
3. Construction paper f or letters and connect-
ing lines. 
4. Paste, scissors. 
Procedure: 
The teacher will bear in mind this project at the 
beginning of the U...'1i t so t hat, as the pupils 
become acquainted with each function of the 
school, a drawing lesson is given immediately 
after the experience on the size of paper to be 
used on the chart. These drawings are to be 
saved and assembled later. 
1. Pupil's own classroom. 
2. Pupil's room teacher. 
3. Music, Art, and Physical training teachers. 
4. Building Principal. 
5. District Principal. 
6. Nurse, with a uniform 
7. Dental Hygienist. 
8. Janitor. 
9. Lunchroom Workers. 
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Grade III. 
! 
CHART 
JSubject: Health. Seven Basic Foods. 
Objectives: 1. To aid in familiarizing the pupil with the 
1 
Material: 
I 
I 
jPreparation: 
!Procedure: 
basic foods needed for good nutrition. 
2. To show a variety of foods within each 
grouping. 
3. To use a large, easy to understand reference 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4-
1. 
2. 
3. 
4-
5. 
6. 
7. 
1. 
in planning meals. 
Kraft paper for background at least 3 x 5 ft. 
and larger if space permits. 
String and chalk for compass. 
Colored construction paper. 
Paste, scissors. 
Pupils must know the seven basic food groups. 
Green and yellow vegetables. 
Oranges, tomatoes, grapefruit. 
Potatoes and other vegetables. 
Milk and milk products. 
Meat, poultry, fish, eggs. 
Bread, flour, cereals. 
Margarine, butter. . .. ... 
Draw two circles as shown in illustration, 
using pencil tied to a piece of string. Lay 
paper on floor, thumb-tack string to center and 
draw around. 
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2. Divide circle into seven equal parts. 
3. Each pupil cuts from colored paper a food to 
be represented. Class discussion will decide 
what other foods can be used besides those 
mentioned. 
4. Paste in correct space. Overlap foods so that 
there is a "breathing space" around each sec-
tion. A cluttered looking chart will defeat 
every objective of the making. 
5. Cut block letters for the title of the chart. 
6. Cut FOR HEALTH to be put in the center. 
7. Cut the number headings for each group. 
8. Add any other decoration that might make the 
chart more attractive. 
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CHART 
Grade IV. 
Subject: Weather. 
Objectives: 1. To aid in the understanding of weather con-
Materials: 
ditions and terminology. 
2. To help build habits of careful observation. 
3. Experience in gathering and recording data. 
4. Experience in making comparisons and con-
trasts. 
5. To know the importance of weather and how it 
affects us. 
1. Bristol Board or white paper 18 x 24 in. 
(Suggested size) 
2. India ink. 
3. Construction paper. 
4. Paper fasteners. 
5. Small piece cellophane. 
6. Compass. 
Preparation: 1. Become familiar with the terms: 
temperature 
precipitation 
wind direction 
point of sunrise and sunset 
2. Discover ways of determining the wind direc-
tion. (Nearby weather vane) Ways of measur-
ing precipitation. See newspapers for sunris 
s 
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Procedure: 
·. 
,• 
1. Draw map of Braintree, first in pencil; then 
outline with ink or color pencil. 
2. Draw other objects in chart. 
3. Cut indicators for wind direction and sunrise 
and sunset from construction paper and fasten 
to chart by means of a paper fastener. 
on 
inc..'ne-::> 
,l 
0 t 
4. Temperature and rainfall indicators are in th 
form of an endless belt made half of cello-
phane and half of red construction paper. 
Paste the two together, insert in slits cut 
at top and bottom of the inked chart and 
paste the loose ends together at the back of 
the white paper. 
The indicators are moved up and down with the 
fingers. 
5. Title and label neatly and clearly. 
7 5 
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TREE CHART 
Grade VI. 
Subject: The growth of civilization. 
Objectives: 1. To provide a clear, concise means of review-
ing the important stages in the civilization 
Material: 
of man. 
2. To show a method of arranging facts that stem 
from a connnon base. · 
1. Background paper. Use large, kraft paper at 
least 3 ft. wide. 18 x 24 in. white is the 
smallest size that can be used as wall chart. 
2. If chart is to be painted, use: 
Tempera paint. 
Black India ink, for labels. 
3. If chart is to be made from cut paper: 
Colored construction paper. 
Paste, scissors. 
Black India ink for labels. 
Preparation: 1. This project can be carried out in the follow-
ing ways: 
a. As a climax to the history unit. 
b. As a continuous process chart. Pupils can 
add each section as they study that par-
ticular phase in history. 
2. Pupils should make the decision as to the par-
ticular phases of civilization represented. 
-==-- ----- ---- -=--=-=-------.=.....=------~~=-=~-=--=--~~-==--=·-=='-!~-- = --=-=-=-=--
Procedure: 
- ---==-=---~-=- =---
1. Plan general design o~ tree; that is, the 
main structural lines. 
2. Plan the type o~ design each unit is to be. 
3. Paint. 
4. Letter the captions necessary to explain the 
chart. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER ACTIVITY 
IN THE Mii..KING OF CHARTS 
Grade I. 
l. Animals and the food they eat - horses (grass, hay, corn, 
oats ); sheep (grass. in summ.er, hay in winter); pigs (grass 
swill, pu..rnpkins, nuts); chickens (wheat, corn, insects, 
shells); goats (grass and leaves); cats (meat, fish, milk) 
dogs: (meat, vegetables, cereal); turkey (grain, insects). 
2. Things animals give us - cows (milk, cream, butter, cheese 
meat, leather); sheep (wool, leather, meat). 
3. Work of the farmer - plows ru~d cultivates the lru~d, plants 
the seed, sprays the orchards, repairs fences and barns, 
picks fruit and berries, and markets his crops. 
4. Clothing necessary for rainy, cold, or snovry weather • 
.5. \'Jork that the janitor does. 
6. Things plants must have in order to live - water , food, 
air, warmth, sunshine . 
7. Plant bulbs and illustrate their groHth on a chart as each 
change 
takes place. 
8 . Pets. a child can take care of - cat, dog, rabbit, fish, 
turtle. 
9. A good healthful bre~~fast. 
10. A. family unit from grandparents to baby. 
11. Activities of mother at home - S1rJeeping, dusting, sevJing, 
washing, ironing, cooking, tending baby. 
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~~c~vi~;~s of father - daily work, digging garden , cutting 
.I grass, burning trash, shoveling coal and snow. 
13. Characters: and events in stories pupils have read - title 
in the center and pictures arranged around it. 
lL!- • Activities in the day of a first-grade pupil. 
15. Foods used for Thanksgiving dinner. 
Grade II. 
1. Make chart for library illustrating books on the same 
top ics - animals, poetry, stories; or for reference on 
some subject - science, safety, conrraunity life. 
2. The library. Duties of the librarian - guide in seeking 
information, checks books in and out. The children'S" room, 
kinds of libraries. 
3. The librarian - helps select books , tells stories tp chil-
dren, keeps the library well stocked to meet people's needs 
-keeps the library attractive. 
4. Individual pupil's chart showing books read, subject of boo1 
ill1..1.s tra ted. 
5. Each step in the process of sending a letter from one city 
to another . 
6 . Duties of a policeman - directing traffic, helping children, 
patroling streets day and night, helping at fires and 
parades . 
7. Fire department - fire is discovered, alarm rung in or 
telephoned, firemen rush to scene, connect hose to hydrant, 
climb ladders, etc. 
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l -~~~ 8. ~i:als as t:~-:portation throughout the a ges - horse, 
doru{ey, mule, camel, elephant, llama, reindeer, dog. 
9. Ways of g oing from Braintree to New York city - automobile, 
bus, train, airplane, boat • 
. 10. Hodern travel in a city like Boston - bus, street car, taxi 
cab, eleyated and subHay trains, escalators, elevators. 
11. Desirable lunch~oom habits - cleanliness, care in carrying 
trays, courtesy and unselfishness; eating proper_l y by using 
napkins, mouth closed while che-vring ,_ small amounts, share 
responsibility for leaving the table as found. 
12. Effects of Winter on - weather, plants, animals, peop le. 
13. Star groups such as the "Big Dipper" Hith the "~ointers" 
li 
J1 14. 
indicating the direction of the Pole Star. 
Shape of moon at various times during the month. 
11 5. 
16. 
117. 
I 
18. 
Various plants a:r1.d the parts o.f them used as food. 
Foods obtained from animals 7 cows , sheep, pigs. 
Nesting of bird family - e ggs, hatchj.ng, groHth of baby 
birds, and finally leaving the nest. 
Kinds of stores necessary to provide f~1ily with dai ly liv-
ing needs - food, clothing , fuel, etc. 
19. Identify deciduous and evergreen trees. 
20. Chart sholving kinds of trees found in Braintree. 
21. Different things seen in the sky - sun, moon, colors, ring 
a round the moon or sun, rainbovJ', lightning, etc. 
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Grade III 
1. Illustrated chart showing the three parts of a story - in-
troduction, development, conclusion. 
2. Changes in the making of clothing through the age s - prim-
itive man used natural materials such as skins, later man 
learned to Heave and mak e his clothing by hand, modern 
clothing is manufactured in factories. 
3. Chart shOi<Jing sources. of qlothing - where and how "1ve g et 
cotton, linen, rayop, wool, leather, fur. 
4. Chart showing the by-products of animals - leather, glue, 
plaster, fertilizer, gelatin, combs, hair p ins, tallow, 
buttons, etc. 
5. By-products of milk . 
6 . Processing of food as "From grain to cereal" or "From sap 
to sugar." 
7. Animals that furnish us wlith food . 
8. Clothing for particular oc casions - party dress , rainY day 
clothes, hea vy Hinter Hear, HOrking clo t hes, uniforms . 
9. Hake four l arge wall charts g iving materials used in the 
construction of certain types of homes with the p rob able 
clothing , food, ceremonials, transportation, weap ons, char-
acteristic of their inhab itants. 
10. Interesting food customs of different people, as - Italians 
macaroni, spaghetti; Swedish, fancy breads, klippfish; 
Chinese, bean sprouts. 
1---==-=- -=- = 
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11. Changes in the path of the sun from January to June and 
June to December. 
12. Characteristics of the seasons that result from changes in 
the light and heat of the sun. 
13. :tvlap of North America shovJing the difference in sports and 
clothing seen in the Winter in various regions, such as 
skiing an.d skating in Canada and swimraing in Florida. 
14. Draw star constellations Hith picture of fi gure associated 
VJith the group of stars - Taurus the Bull, the Big Bear, 
the JLittle Bear. 
1). Chart relation between sm1' s position and changing shadOvJs. 
16. Picture diff erent kinds of claws, beal~s, feet, eyes, tails, 
of animals. Sho-v;r hovJ each part is of particular use to its 
01m.er. 
17. vJay s animals have of protecting themselves from other ani-
mals - hiding , rum1ing, stineing , biting , cl awing . 
~ 8. Animals and their homes. 
I 
~9. Steps in the evolution of the butterfly. 
~0, Steps in the evolution o~ the ~rog, 
~1. Ancient time-telling devices ..;.. shadov.rs, time-telling sticks, 
candles, knots in ropes, water clock, sun dial, hour glass, 
time bell. 
Chart showing the identity of different kinds of trees and 
forests. 
With a tree in the center, illustrate many of the things 
that are made of wood. 
~~. Steps in building of a house, beg inning with the archi-
tect•s plan. 
25. Value of trees to mru~ - shade and beauty, prevent soil 
erosion, construction materials, paper, rayon, food. 
26 . Correct posture - head high, chin and shoulders even, chest 
out, abdomen in, heels apart and toes pointed straight 
ahead. 
27 . Foods and their relation to health of boys and girls. 
28. Safety in travel - dang er signs, painted approaches, bridge~ 
over railroads, traffic lights and off icers, roads kept 
free of ice and snow, bus s es kept in repair by mechanics , 
electric signals. 
29. Early industries of Braintree - iron works , glass works, 
stone quarrying, fishing, ship building, tanning , shoe-
I making . 
130. Hodern industries - Armstrong Cork Co., City Service Co., 
I Abrasive Co., Art Leather Co., etc. 
131. Famous men of Braintree - President John Adams, John Quincy 
Adams , General Sylvanus Thayer, John Hancock, Thomas \~atson, 
Charles Frru~cis Adams. 
Grad~ IV • 
1. Usea of land, air, water, transportation. 
2. The evolution of the ship, automobile, airplane. 
J. Conveniences of modern travel. 
I 
I~ 
il 
II 
II 
II 
I 
II 
4. VJith the pi cture of a train as a central motif' , illus trate 
the pe ople and their jobs connected with the r a ilroad. 
5. The Cong o man and his environment - his home, the foods he 
eats, his enjoyments and recreation, his work and means of 
travel. 
6. Dangers of living in the jungle - groHth due to heat and 
moisture, wild beasts, flies. 
Natural products of the trop ical regions - oil palm, ba-
nana, mang o, mani oc, ivory , cacao, coconut. 
8 . Ex amples of the artistic sense of the m1divilized native 
a s seen through the carving s- of exquisite ivories, in the 
decoration of their homes, clothing , tools and utensils; 
in the making of musical instruments and dancing . 
9. Compare aspects of city life with life in the jungle, dres , 
1 
12. Corresp onding chart to above showing all the thing s 
I Switzerland p roduces and consumes at home . 
il 
113. Steps in the modern process of mald ng chee se : co~-1 milk, 
hea ted and drained, cur d is sliced, milled and stirred 
with a ralte , pres se d in molds, curing in racks, finished 
p roduct, served at home. 
14. Occupations of p eople i n Switzerland. 
il 
1 
15. Attractions Switzerland would have f or tourists . 
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il 
16. Hethods of transportation in Holland - canal boats, bicycl s, 
dogs, automobiles, trains. 
17. Occupations of people in Holland- dairying, farrrlng, 
fishing, shipping, manufacturing . 
18. Contributions of Holland to 1-10rld culture - painting, re-
ligious freedom, floHer culture, pottery. 
19. Hake a group of charts: showing the differences between the 
homes, people and enviro~~ent of the people~ of the arctic 
regions and the equator. 
20. Comparison of the different ways of living in the desert -
tents, adobe houses and oasis tovms. 
21. Make a time chart indicating - the era of the pyrrunids, 
the birth of Christ, the present. 
22. Individual reading chart - illustrating books read from the 
library • 
. . 23. Type or general category of books of interest to fourth 
grade pup :ills. 
4• Compare the workers in a bee colony Hith the workers in 
Man 1 s social life. 
I ;25:. . Chart shm-1ing the products made by a., bee. 
I 6. Compare all the ways in Hhich the ant families are ;Like 
human families. 
M~~e a cross section of an anthill. 
Illustrate safety in the home - falls, electricity, tools, 
mach~nery, animals, medicines, poisons. 
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29. Keep a continuous chart of birds that pupils repor t having 
seen throughout the year. 
Grade V. 
1. Agricultural products in New Englru1d as - dairying in 
Vermont and New Hrunpshire, tobacco in the Connec t icut 
Valley, po t atoes in IVJ:aine, cranberries in southeast Iviass~-
achusetts. 
2. Fishing industry in New England. Chart the varieties of 
fish caught - cod, herring , halibut, haddock, mackerel, 
clams, lobster. 
3. By-products of fish food - fertilizers, glue, oil, fish 
EJ.eal. 
~-· Industries of Ne1-v England - cotton, 1-vool, rayon, shoe, 
I 5. 
brass, quarrying , l~unber, paper. 
Vacation attractions of New England - s e ashore, mountains, 
historic places. 
6. ShoH, by arranging illustrations on a chart, some reasons 
why Bo s ton is the metropolis of New England - s e aport, 
airport, manufacturing center, educational center, shopping 
center, historic al background. 
7. Portrait chart of t he e arly explorers with the name of the 
territory they discovered. Examples: Balboa, Pacific 
Ocea..11.;. Ponce de Leon, Florida; Cortes, Mexico; Jacques 
Cartier, Canada. 
I. 
I 
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8 . Contributions of the early s ettlers of Ne1-.r England in such 
fields a s - architecture, furniture, silver designing . 
J! 9. Ma.l{e a time chart 1-vith illustrations indicating the im-
il portant events in the settlement of our country. 
il10. }1a.ke a comparison of pioneer and modern methods of pro-
11 ducing , transporting and pPe serving foods. 
'~ 11. Seed chart: actual seeds are brought in and affix ed to the 
I' 
II 
II 
11 2. 
il3. 
I 
chart; plant illustrated along 1dth seed as - maple , dande-
lion. 
Plants that gro1v from bulbs as - tulips, narcissus, onion. 
Five stage s in the deve lopment of a bulb - bulb underground 
a p p eaPance of green shoots above ground, actual flo v.rers, 
flo1.vers and leaves die, new stored food and plants for next 
season. 
Chart different ways of preserving food. 
Reactions of p lants, animals, birds, fish, reptiles, to 
changes of the se a sons. A diff erent chart can be made for 
each of the above topics or each season can be used as the 
central motif. 
Pic torial chart entitled "Tel l ing Time throughout the 
Centuries". 
Wall ch art showing the sun and the orbits of the plru~ets. 
Public and p rivate buildings in the co1~1unity w.ith illus-
trations of rock material used in their cons truction. 
Contrast weather p rove rbs based on scientific observation 
on superstiti on. 
=- - ------- =- -
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-- - -~~0. -1-~ake il: ustrated chart shotv-ing safety measures against fire 
from - matches, candles, l~aps, lanterns , stoves, furnaces 
and open fires. 
i 
j21 . Proper procedure in a fire drill: chart alternate routes 
in case one or more exits be blocked. 
22. Draw a cir•cular chart divided into ttv-en ty-four hours: al-
lot time by illustration that each pupil spends for sleep-
ing, eating·, working, playing , watching television, listen-
ing to radio. 
23 . Compare the speed of travel today v.ri th that of early Amer-
ican travel. 
Grade VI. 
1.. Illust:rate types of shelter used by early man - trees, cave , 
crude huts , tents, lake-dweller 1 s houses. 
2. Contrast the life of a cave boy VJi th the life of a boy to-
' day. 
3 . Shotv development from picture tvriting to modern script. 
4. Differences in ways of living and working of various clas s e 
of p eople - nobles, pries ts, scribes, artisans, farmers, 
soldiers, slaves. 
5. Contrast life of ancient aDJ.d modern times in the Hediterran 
ean lands. 
6. Chart types of people in ancient Egypt - farmers, crafts-
men, Pharaohs, nobles, priests, workers , slaves. 
7. Arts and learning of Egypt - religion, wl~i ting , telling of 
======= -===-~~=-~·=-~===~~ 
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' 9. 
I 
I 
10. 
11. 
12. 
. 13. 
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I 
115. 
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I 
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I ?l. 
I 
time, architecture, art. 
A cross-section of a pyramid. 
The institution of knighthood, its meaning and activities. 
Organization of the guilds - their purpose and methods of 
education. 
Chart to shOvJ' how the Feudal manner of living worked. 
Shov1 the i mportance of the church in the I1iddle Ages ex -
emplified in architecture, music, art, var ious crafts. 
T.able chart, sho-vling the utilization of land in France • 
Improvement of agricultural i mplemements since The Hiddle 
Ages. 
Compare count;ry and city living in Fr•ance. 
T.ime chart shoHing some of the most important literary 
figures in England beginning with Chaucer. 
Sho1v. types of houses found in British Isles - castle, 
Elizabethan home, thatched cottage , stone and stucco cottagEs , 
brick houses. 
Make time chal'"'t showing the expansion of the British Empire 
Malee illustrated chart shoHing all the different types of 
electrical equipment u sed in the home. 
Electricity used in communication as - telephone, telegraph, 
radio, radar. 
Show the development of lighting equipment through the ages 
such as; torches, stone lamps , whale oil lamps, c andles used 
in all kinds of ways. 
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22. Sho-vr the transfer of energy from the sun to each of the 
following: an electric light using electricity generated 
by water power, baseball after having been hit, sail boat, 
hands of a watch, moving automobile. 
23 . Machines that are found in the home . 
24. Cycle of energy and water from the air and soil through 
plants and ru!imals and back to the air and soil again. 
25 . Music t hrough the ages as - Egyptian harp, Assyrian t rumpet 
Greek lyre, Hebrew psalter and zither , 13th century g:i.:; ue, 
alto viol, harpi scord, Russian balalaika . 
26. Illus trate the water cycle of Nature. 
27 . Freaks of VJeather as - tornados, hurricanes, electrical 
storms, rainbow. 
Proper diet for healthful living. 
Companion chart to above: the results of proper diet - en-
ergy, mental alertness, restful sleep, good humor , etc. 
30. Results of improper diet - headache, toothache, malnutritio • 
9:1 
CHAPTER VI 
SLIDES 
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HAND-MADE LANTERN SLIDES 
Hand-made lantern slides are or particular value as a 
teaching aid because they can be made to supply the exact need 
in a learning situation. They can be used by pupils to supple-
ment a report, to summarize a subject, or to illustrate a 
series or facts. 
The types of slides most suitable for construction in the 
elementary classroom are cellophane, silhouette, etched and 
plain glass slides. 
Construction or slides 
There are five commonly used types or hand-made lantern 
slides. 
1. Plain glass slide 
2. Cellophane ink slide 
3. Cellophane inked slide 
4. Silhouette slide 
5. Ground glass or etched glass slide 
Materials: 1. Cover glass 3~ x 4 in. 
2. Gla'ssive, or commercially prepared ground 
glass. 
3. Crayons, hard pressed. 
4. Cellophane, 3i x 4 in. 
5. Binding tape. 
6. Window glass. (Used only for grinding surface 
92 
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Plain Glass Slide 
1. Sketch or trace directly on the plain glass 
with pen and 
Cellophane Ink Slides 
1. Sketch, trace or write on the cellophane cut 
to the size of the glass. 
2. Place between two cover glasses and bind. 
3. Color with transparent watercolor if desired. 
Silhouette Slides 
1. Cut desired shapes, forms or figures to fit 
size of glass. 
2. Bind between two cover glasses. 
93 
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The background can be made more colorful by combining colored 
cellophane with the silhouettes •. 
Ground or Etched Glass Slides 
- ' 
1. Draw outline in pencil on frosted side of 
etched glass. 
2. Color slide with hard pressed crayon. 
3. Slide may be protected by covering the surface 
with cellophane or cover glass and binding the 
~ ._. ___ _ 
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GROUND GLASS SLIDES 
Grade v. 
Subject: The History of the Day of Thanksgiving. 
!Objectives: 1. To provide an entertaining and instructive 
program for a holiday season. i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Materials: 
2. To awaken interest in the historical back-
ground of common holiday customs. 
1. Ground glass, 3i x 6 in. 
2. Crayons - use either the specially prepared 
commercial crayon or a hard pressed drawing 
crayon. 
3. Drawing paper, pencil. 
4. Scotch tape or binding tape, if, slides are to 
be bound. 
5. Cover glass. 
Preparation: 1. Pupils refer to history books, encyclopedias 
and other reference material to gain bac~­
ground for the program. 
2. The lecture is divided into its main sections 
and pupils choose what part they would like to 
take as their slide picture. 
I . . The main divisions of the history of Thanksgivings 
could be made as follows: I 
a. In biblical times, the seven day feast was 
a kind of Thanksgiving at harvest time. 
b. In Athens, the Greek women gave thanks 
95 
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Procedure: 
c. 
d. 
offerings at harvest time in the temple of 
Demeter, the goddess of Plenty. 
The Saxons in England celebrated good har-
vests with feasting and rejoicing. I 
Our first Thanksgiving in America was cele j 
brated in 1621, when the Plymouth colonist~ 
gave thanks for their harvest. The IndianJ 
who had taught the colonists to hunt and 
fish and plant corn were invited to the 
feast which followed the religious ser-
vices in the church. 
e. Thanksgiving was observed somewhat irreg-
ularly until 1631 when a special day was 
appointed in Boston to give thanks for the 
arrival of a ship with provisions. This 
took the form of a religious holiday. 
f. From then on, the New England states ob-
served, by proclamation, a Thanksgiving 
Day at various times. President Lincoln 
proclaimed the last Thursday in November 
as a national holiday. 
1. Draw illustration on paper in a Jt x 4 in. 
rectangle. Allow i in. margin on all four 
sides. 
2. If glass has to be roughened to provide a sur-
face that will take crayon, the following 
method may be used: 
96 
a. Place a piece of glass about 8 x 10 in. on 
a table. 
b. Place a spoonful of "glassivre" or other 
abrasive on the glass. 
c. Add a little water. 
d. Rub the cover glass on the abrasive to 
scratch the surface. Do one side only. 
e. Roughen glass evenly and lightly. 
f. Wash the abrasive off the cover glass and 
allow the now "ground glass" slide to dry. 
3. Trace the outline of the picture on the glass. 
4. Color the picture. A little experimenting wil] 
determine the right values for good projection 
For example, if the colors are too heavy, the 
light will not penetrate. The slide must be 
transparent, not opaque. 
5. If slide is to be bound, place clean cover 
glass over the crayon side of slide and bind 
the two pieces together. 
97 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER ACTIVITY 
I N MAKI NG HAND-HADE SLIDES. 
CFade III. 
1. Haking a home:. types - single, two-family, apartment; 
materials - shingles, clapboard, brick, stone; workers 
needed - architect, excavators, carpenters, painters; home 
conveniences - heating, lighting, telephone; home furnish-
ings - furniture, carpets, draperies, electrical appli-
ances. 
2. Homes of other peoples - Early Man, Chinese, Swiss, Mexican, 
Eskimo, Native Indiru~. 
: 3. 
I 
Changes the seasons bring - peoplels. habits anA dress; 
I trees, plants, animals; length of days and change of 
I weather; birds 8.J.J.d insects. 
I 
L~ • 
\i 5. 
History of Braintree, 
The story of the sources of our clothing - cotton, wool, 
1: 
I 6. 
I 
i 
linen, silk, rayon, leather, fur. 
Types of clothing worn all over the world for all kinds 
of climate. 
1 7. Stories of Indian life- these may be original or taken 
from reading books. 
B. Safety in travel - plan an imaginary excursion, bringing 
in many different means of travel and the safety factors 
I to be obs erved. 
11 9. Safety in the home - fire, accidents, poisons, animals, 
sharp objects, garden tools. 
99 
Character sketches of people or animals in reading b ooks . 
11. Life of George vJashington - as a boy, at Valley Forge, 
crossing the Delawai'e, taking oath as Pre sident, "ltiashing-
ton and his cabinet. 
Grade IV. 
1. T.ravelogue on Switzerland. 
2. Descriptive scenes from -Johanna S.pyri Is Heidi. 
3. Story of vl.il liam Tell; use, the music of Rossini Is: William 
Tell at the shoHing of the slides. 
L~. I maginary trip to the Belgian Congo. Draw map of trip on 
I 
1 a slide. This; can be flashed on the screen any time a 
I 
·j member of the group needs to refer to/ it. 
I 5. Animals found in a tropical region, their homes and habits. 
6. A day in the life of a family in Hol land. All the things 
they would encounter typical of the country. 
An account of 8.1."1 explorer's expedition to the artie r egions 
8. The life of an Eskimo boy or girl. 
9. The various ways of living in a desert region. 
Bible stories laid in Egypt. 
Give a travelogue of a trip from Braintree to Egypt. 
The way electricity affects our lives:: home, travel, 
industry, entertairunent, communications. 
r3;. Social. animal - beavers, honey bees, ants. 
I 
·14. Migration of birds - formations, flyways, activities on 
I 
return in the Spring, etc. 
l 
II 
I 
Safety in the home - fire, electricity·, sharp instruments, 
cleanliness, first aid . 
Grade V. 
1. Highlights in the careers of the early explorers -
Columbus, Balboa, Magellan, Ponce de Leon, DeSoto, Cortes, 
Coronada, J!ohn Cabot, s:.ir Francis Drake, Cartier, Father 
Narquette, J··oliet, Champlain, Hudson. 
2. Highlights in the colonization of' Virginia (S:ir Walter 
Raleigh, Captain Jlohn Smith); of Massachusetts (Plymouth, 
Boston, Salem, pilgrims, puritans); of Pennsylvania ( ~Jilli dkn 
Penn, quakers); of Rhode Island (Roger Williams);: of l11ary-
land (Lord Baltimore, English ca tholics); of Georgia 
(Oglethorpe, poor debtors of England~ Connecticut, New 
Jersey, Delavmre, North Carolina, South Carolina, lTew 
Hampshire. 
3. Adventures on a trip westward in a covered wagon . 
4. Rogers and Clark expedition. 
5. The story of Daniel Boone. 
6. The story of a road - beginning as an Indian trail or 
buffalo traces to wagon road, then railroad, and super-
high-vmy. 
7. Two different types of living in early America - the 
plantation life of the South and the life of a fisherman 
in New England. 
8. 
i GO 
Indian tribes in the West, their varying characteristics 
of dress, living , and tribal customs 
=== - ==~~'=======================#========== 
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10. 
Differences in customs, methods of producing and preserving 
food in various parts of the world . 
Improvement in foods throughout the ages by discovery, in-. 
ventions, methods of processing and preserving; better 
and faster methods of transportation increase the variety 
of foods and preserve their health-giving qualities; 
scientific development of nevi types of food. 
11. History of various articles of clothing - show the effect 
of climate on clothing styles. 
Talk on the costumes of all types of American people -
Indians, colonis:ts, pioneers, cowboys, herdsmen, and modern 
costumes from every section of the country. 
I 13. Time and season. Reaction of plants, animals and people 
I' to the change of seas·ons. 
I 14. Birds. Illustrate the bi:i:ds found in this part of the 
country and give information and stories concerning them. 
15. The nature of the movements of the earth and the places 
the moon, planets and stars occupy in the plan of the 
universe, Relative size$ of sun, moon, earth and stars. 
Ways in which chemists have improved our living - plastics, 
rubber, glass, flavorings. 
17. The history of machines that fly . Begin with the principle 
of the kite and bring it do~m to the latest in modern 
flying . 
18 . People lvho go below the earth Is. surface - divers, miners, 
submarine men. 
~L="'--=-== 
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l 19. \-Jild floVJers to be found in t his locality. 
Grade VI. 
1. Protection of self and others from accidents - in the use 
of play ground apparatus, in sports and play outside 
school, as skating , skiing , sliding , tobogganing , boating , 
boating, swimming , hiking , climbing poles or trees near 
electric wires, eating unkno1~ berries or plants, building 
fires. 
2. Lii'e of early man - shelter, food, invention and making of 
tools, discovery of fire and its results, methods of pro-
tection, means of transportation, art, beginning s of 
cmmnunal life. 
3. Contributions of the ancient Egyptian civilization to 
science and art. 
4. Excerpts from Greek legends, my ths and drama. 
5. Architecture of ancient civilizations - Egyp tian , Baby-
loni~D, Assyrian, Greek, Roman. 
6. Importance of the church in the Middle Ages as sho~m in -
architecture, music, art, drama, and the various arts and 
crafts. 
7. Important products originating in various parts: of the 
British Empire. 
8. Famous books from the Bri t ish Isles, such as - Alice in 
Wonder land, Robinson Crus·oe, Treasure Island, Robin H·ood, 
King Arthur. 
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9. Agricultural and manufacturing highlights of Japan - crops 
(rice, barley, wheat, soybeans); forests, fishing, manu-
facture of silk and rayon, cotton goods, machinery, lace, 
cultured pearls, hand processed goods (laquered objects, 
porcelain, cloisonne, brocades). 
10. Japanese customs, dress·, means of travel, holidays , art, 
religion. 
11. Use of electricity in the home ruLd its effect on everyday 
life. 
12. S'imple diagrams to demonstrate the various means of com-
munication. 
13.. Light through the ages - natural light, development of 
artificial light. Draw diagrams of lighting equipment. 
1~-· Ways of heating homes, early and modern . 
1.5. Astronomy - draw diagrruns to illustrate relative sizes 
and distances of the sun, earth, moon, planets , and stars. 
Constellations and the legends about their names . 
16. The work of Luther Burbank - selection, crossing and 
grafting of plants. 
17 . DJ?av.r different kinds of envirop_ment and the types of plant 
and animals found there - sea shore, fresh water pond or 
stream, swamps, hilltop, high motmtain, jungle, desert. 
18. Draw pictures of many varieties of seeds and explain hm.; 
each is adapted for transportation to new and favorable 
localities for growth. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I .. 
I 
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CHAPTER VII 
MODELS 
MODELS - INTRODUCTION 
A model is a replica of an object giving an idea or repre-
sentation of the original subject. The model is a simplifica-
tion of the original, in most cases changed in size and contentJI 
I· 
yet giving a basic concept of the subject. Because of such 
changes in form and detail, the teacher must make sure that the 
pupils understand these differences between the model and actu 
experience. "In many instances, however, these reduced dimen-
li 
I 
sions _of 
process. 
reality offer no serious detriment to the learning 
Children have already had first-hand experience with 
~ fields under cultivation, with plants growing in their own com-
munities, and with other processes similar to those being 
I studied. On the background of this experience, the objects and 
models being studied are related to settings already experience 
and understood. The provision of object experience, then, is 
the provision of elementary concrete experience.'' Y 
Models can contribute to the instruction of practically 
j every subject. If a model is made with skill and artistry and 
jhas particul~ fitness to the subject, it can be kept as a per-
\ manent collection in the classroom, or in the visual aids 
department of the school system. 
The construction of a model offers the pupil the best sub-
stitute for the actual reality. In the lower grades the model 
1. Charles F. Hoban, Charles F. Hoban, Jr. and S~~uel B. Zisman, 
Visualizin~e Curriculmn. New York, The Dryden Press, Inc 
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may be a very crude imitation but still give a sense of reali~ 
to the learning situation. 
The making of models affords an excellent opportunity to 
develop the ingenuity of the pupils. The teacher should hold 
back her own suggestions until the class has had an opportunity 
to express its ideas. All kinds of materials can be adapted 
to simulate the real thing. After the pupils have had some 
experience in making models, they become adept in suggesting 
methods and means of construction. 
i06 
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MODELS 
Grade II 
Subject: The Grocery Store. 
Objective: 1. To simulate a real-life situation in the 
Materials 
classroom. 
2. To provide opportunities for correlation with 
subjects such as health (food selection~ arith-
metic, written and oral English,and reading. 
3. To provide a group participation activity to 
develop a spirit of cooperation with one 
another. 
1. The grocery store' may be a separate little 
unit or a simplified version on a table. 
I 
" 
- ;s-
2' 
I 
b 
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2. Awning - burlap, old sheet or brown kraft paper. 
3. Orange crates for shelves. 
1_()7 
4. Empty cans, jars and cartons with labels intact. 
5. Clay or p apier mache for fruit and vegetables. 
6. Bags, string, pad and pencils. 
7. Imitation money. (Milk bottle caps, properly 
labeled, can be used.) 
8. Paper for posters, prices and sales. 
Preparation: l.As all the pupils will be familiar with some 
type of grocery store, a field trip as an 
introduction will not be necessary. 
2. Discuss size, placement in room and availability 
of materials. 
3. Decide what kind of merchandise can be represen-
ted by using empty cartons, cans, etc., with 
the labels intact. 
4. Each child in the room will be held responsible 
for bringing into class part of the necessary 
equipmen~ of the store. 
Procedure: l. As suggested under "Materials" the outer .frame 
can be adapted to many kinds of room conditions. 
The principal objective is to provide a .front 
and counter, and any structure that provides 
.for this will serve the purpose. 
2. Set orange crates in back as shelves. 
3. Awning frames can be made .from light strips of 
wood and covered with painted kraft paper or 
1_08 
other materials 
4. Cut from colored paper, or paint on the name of 
the grocery store. 
5. Make posters calling attention to sales in mer-
chandise and announcing prices. 
6. Arrange merchandise in appropriate places. If 
desired, vegetables and fruits can be modeled 
from clay and painted. 
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i Grade III 
II Subject: 
II 
MODELS 
Science - the relative positions of the sun and moon 
during the different phases of the moon. 
11 Objectives: 1. To create a device that will give a greater 
· . sense of reality to the study of the earth and 
I 
,, 
'I 
I 
i I 
its movements. 
2. To help visualize the relative positions of 
the sun and moon during the different phases 
of the moon. 
3. To promote interest in the construction of 
i, 
:! models and devices for the purpose of illus-
JJ trating scientific facts. 
Materials: 1. Oak tag. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
5. 
J Preparation: 1. 
I I 2. 
I 
I 
3. 
)' 
Brads. 
Crayons and paint. 
Scissors. 
Blackboard compass or string and pencil. 
Class must understand the principle of the 
relative positions of sun and moon that accoun 
for the phases of the moon. 
Explain that the device will not show their 
real motions - only their apparent motions 
across the sky. 
Class decides whether to make individual proj-
ects or one large model for classroom display. 1 
1_1_0 
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I Procedure: 1. On a rectangular piece of oak tag, at the bot-
tom, sketch the outline of a village as it 
would appear against the sky. 
With a compass draw a semicircle to represent 
the path of the sun and moon overhead. 
2. The different phases of the moon are repre-
sented by a series of white or yellow shapes 
that can be fastened to a black disc at the 
end of a strip of cardboard. A similar strip 
carries the disc of the sun. 
0:------~~..._,:JJ 
3. Attach moon and sun strips to center of circle. 
Paint, crayon or construct from colored paper 
the details of the village outlined at the 
bottom of the semi-circle. 
I 
li 
II 
li 
: 
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A. Sun about to set in west. 
B. The moon is just setting in the west early in 
the morning and is nearly full. 
To represent the next day, move moon slightly eastward. 
full moon will be setting just as the sun is rising. 
=1.1_2 
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MODELS 
Grade IV. 
Subject: A Comparative Study of Types of Shelter. 
Objectives: 1. To show the different types of materials used 
in building homes. 
2. To gain an understanding of various building 
materials and why they are used at a partic-
ular time and place. 
3. To appreciate the thought and labor required 
to build a home. 
4. To improve ability for getting information 
from all possible sources. 
Three types of shelter are here suggested. The choice is 
made in this instance to illustrate what can be done with 
easily available materials. 
Materials: Eskimo Igloo: 
1. Large round mixing bowl. 
2. Papier mache. (Paper and paste) 
3. Paint, brushes. 
Castle: 
1. Small box for base. 
2. Cylindrlcal ·cartons. 
3. Construction paper and cardboard. 
4. Papier mache. 
5. Paint, brushes. 
-- -- - - ~~-=---"'-· "-'~"--
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Indian Tepee: 
1. Sticks for poles. 
2. Kraft paper or other material for covering. 
3. Paint. 
Preparation: 1. Class decides on what particular type of com-
parison their models will demonstrate; as, 
for example, 
Procedure: 
a. Historic houses. 
b. Building materials. 
c. Climatic needs. 
2. Research is then carried out on the appearance 
and materials of the homes to be built. 
Pictures are studied. 
3. Make lists of materials. These need to . · sim-
ulate the real building materials of each home 
to be made up. 
Eskimo Igloo: 
1. Invert bowl and cover with strips of wet 
paper. (No paste on this first layer) 
2. Lay on four or five layers of papier mache. 
3. When dry, remove bowl and trim edge so that it 
will lie flat on the table. 
4. Mould tunnel entrance either by -
a. Solid papier mache. 
b. Modeling with clay and putting layers of 
papier mache on top as with the bowl. 
1.1 .. 4 
5. Attach to igloo with paper strips. 
6. Paint entire model making suggestions of 
blocks of ice using gray-blue shadow tone. 
Castle: 
1. Use cylindrical cartons for the towers. 
2. 
Fasten oak tag together to make smaller cyl-
inders if desired. 
Paint. The rough texture of stone can be 
simulated by brushing the surface with a very 
thick coating of tempera paint. 
3. Assemble castle. 
4. If castle is to be on high ground, place on 
cardboard box and build up earth with papier 
mache. 
11.5 
5. Paint ground and water in moat. 
6. Add pennants and drawbridge. 
1. Set up a tripod with doweling or thin, straigh 
branches. Fig. 1. 
Add three more. Fig. 2 • 
.--...,....--
3. Cut cloth or kraft paper. 
4· Assemble. 
5. Paint on Indian designs. 
5la.c\" -root-
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MODELS 
Grade VI. 
Subject: Prehistoric and Present-day Animals 
Objective: 1. To provide an interesting medium to illustrate 
differences in the twotypes of animals. 
2. To develop skill in careful research that any 
historical project requires. 
3. To develop a discrimination of ideas in making 
decisions as to what animals from any particular ! 
era will best typify the whole fauna of that 
period. 
Materials: 1. Paper - Scrap paper 
Newspaper 
Paper toweling 
Corrugated cardboard 
2. String and wire. 
3. Paste. 
4. Paint - tempera. 
5. Shellac. 
Preparation: 1. Collect and display illustrations of prehistoric 
mamraals and reptiles. Source materials may be 
found in magazines, science texts, story books 
and encyclopaedias. 
2. The best source of information on present-day 
animals is actual observation. When this is 
not feasible or the pupil's memory is not 
ij ~-'':1 
. f 
Procedure: 
sufficient, then pictures can be used. 
3. Pupils should decide how project is to be 
carried out. For example, 
a. Let each individual make his own model. 
b. Let fewer models, but much larger ones, 
be made and have several pupils work 
together on one of them. 
1. For frame - fold newspapers and tie. 
Let type of animal determine proportions. 
2. Tie on paper to fill out bulky parts. Fasten 
wadded paper in strips. 
-~-:- ---~ ---
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3. Mould complete animal with paper toweling 
cut in short strips and dipped in paste, and 
let dry. 
4. Paint. Be sure papier mache is thoroughly 
dry. 
5. When paint is dry, coat with shellac. 
' ,· . • ' 
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SUGGEST I ONS FOR FURTHER ACTIVITIES 
I N THE 
MAKI NG OF MODELS 
Gr ade I 
1. Farm - dwelling , barn, silo, animals, fences, machinery, 
implements, churn. 
2. Ve ge tables or fruits gro~m on a f a rm. (in clay) 
3· Drums, Tambourine, violin. 
4· Indian rattle. (musical instrument) 
_s. Tin can telephone. 
6 . Color i.vheel tha t . spins. 
?. Jvlasks. 
8. Stuffed toys. 
9. 1rlooden toys. 
10. Weaving rug s, table covers, chair backs. 
11. Dolls. 
12. Seed necklace . 
13. Flowers and trees. 
14. Circus and zoo animals in cages• 
15. School. 
16. Dolls1 house with furniture . 
17. Conrraon b irds. (in clay, papier mache) 
18. The circus - animals, performers) apparatus. 
19. Chara cters in the class reading book. 
:120 . 
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Grade II 
1. Rafts, boats, airplanes, busses. 
2. Horn book. 
3. Abacus. 
4· Post office. 
5. Fire station. 
6. Construct traffic signal. 
7. Indian headdress, bracelet, drum. 
8. Bird home, feedin g stations. 
9. Model a policeman, fireman. 
10. Snow p lovJ. 
11. Animals used for travel in different regions -
E sk imo dog sleds, camel caravan, elephants. 
12. 1r!Tind and air - pinwheel, gliders, kites, sail boats. 
13 . Clocks - water clock, sundial, Indian shadow stick. 
14.• Library. 
15. Freight train . 
16. Station, airport, wharf . 
17. Make and equip a bus. (license plates, driver's 
cap, tickets, etc .) 
18. Hat shop - hat stands, boxes, and shelves. 
19. lrJa ter vJheel. 
20 . Totem pole. 
21. People, animals, objects appearing in clas s reading 
book. 
I! I Grade III 
1. Weather vane. 
2 • Parachute . (paper, cotton or silk) 
.) . Carts and wagons, trains, toys that move. 
Pin wheel, propell er . 
Miniature garden . 
6. Types of homes - wood , stone, brick. 
Homes of birds and animals- oriole's nest; bear~ cave; 
hollow in a tree for the squirrels; snail's home is the 
shell on his b a ck; briar patch, hollow log , or small 
cave of the rabb it; beaver lodge . 
8 . Teeters for weights . 
9 . Roadside stand - farm market . 
10. Models of safe play areas . 
' 11. Co~munity park. 
12. Figures to show points of good posture ~ 
13. Doll models to show corre ct clothes for activity and 
wh ether. 
14. Time-tell ing devices - sundial, v-1a ter clock , shadow 
., 
s tick , notched candles, !~netted rope, s and glass. 
15. Historic p lace s of interest in Braintree - log cabin, 
·I 
fort, Adamts house, Sylvanus Thayer house, first post-
office, first iron 1-forks, old time mill . 
16 . Home of Indians- desert (pueblo), forest (Iriquois), 
prairie (buffalo). 
17. Canoes, Indian costumes, Indian dolls, bows and arrows, 
baskets, rug s, pottery, belts, collars, ankle bands, 
shields, headdresses, mocassins, vests. 
18 . Indian methods of transportation . 
19. Trading post . 
20. Eskimo kyak, iceberg s, i gloos. 
21 . Deep-water garden. 
22 . Swamp garden . 
23 . Terra_rium. 
24. Light house. 
25. First ferry boat across the Neponset River. 
26. Characters and objects in reading books. 
Grade IV 
1. Bank, teller 's cage, money etc . 
2. Transportation - trains, trucks, river boats, tankers, 
:ocean liners, tug s, airplanes, etc . 
3. S~'ITiss handicraft - carving , toy making , weaving , 
embroidering , etc. 
4• Swiss chalet. 
5. Engineering feats of Switzerland to facilitate 
transportation-tunnels, bridges, viaducts, roads, 
railways. 
6. Nountain goats . 
7• Chinese - kites , lanterns, banners. 
8. Chinese - houses, shops, temples. 
r- -
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
Chinese dragon. 
The great wall 6f China. 
Abacus . 
Congo- huts (homes), tools, utensils, weapons, 
peopl e, animals, drums, log boats. 
Animals of Holland . 
Windmills, sailboats, dil{e s, · dog carts, po l ders, 
canals, barges of Holland. 
Dutch flower market stand. 
Tiles . 
Eskimo travel - dog sled, boats . 
1 8 . Esl{ i mo dlvelling s - ice, stone, log , sod, boards, 
skins. 
19 . Glaciers . 
20 . Animals of the far north. 
21 . Desert oases. 
22. Homes of the desert re g ions - tents, adobe houses , 
oasis towns. 
23 . Animals of the desert - doruceys, camels. 
2~-· Series of models to s how various types of environ.ment -
seashore , lake , swamp, hilltops, high mountains, 
desert. 
25. Figures of people to sh ow how the dress of desert 
dwellers adapts itself to extremes of temperature, 
burning days and fri gid n i ghts . 
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26. Ant hill, beaver dam. 
Grade V 
1. Ships of early expl~~ers- in cla~ paper, wood, soap. 
2. Viking boat . (Could be ' compared with first boats 
and modern boats) 
3. Viking shield. 
4. Small figures of Indians dressed to represent 
various tribes found in America by explorers. 
5. Early colonial k itchen, or bedroom. Fireplace with 
brick oven, foot warmer, warming pad, trundle bed, 
rope bed, cradle, corner cupboard, spinning wheel, 
butter churn etc. 
6. Colonial articles - spinning vrheel, candles. 
7• Stocks, pillory, whipping post, ducking stool. 
8. Colonial quilts and sampler designs. 
9. Dolls, colonial costmnes. 
10. Log cabin. 
11. Cotton field, cotton bales. 
12. Pioneer well. 
13. Plantation home, (manor) slave quarters. 
lL~. Covered Hagon, stage coach, steam boat, pung. 
15. Fort: stockade, barracks, blockhouse, log cabins. 
16. Pueblo village. 
17. Indian mound. 
18. Life-size figures to represent types of Hestern 
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characters. 
19. Animals and birds that trail-blazers "Lvould have seen . 
20 . Nould fruits a n d ve getabl e s for 11 Foods for Heal th11 
display . 
21 . Farm house and other building s, animals and poultry, 
farm implements. 
22. Make loom, weav e cloth. 
23. Small fi gure s displaying diff erent types of clothing 
with suggestion of envirorunent to shmv why that 
particular k ind is worn . 
2L~. 'I'-1odels of t l1.ing s made of various materials as - cotton, 
Hool, silk, linen, fur, rubber, leather. 
25 . Dolls shovJin g differenc e in clothing of the b ackwoods 
settlers, middle class and vJeal thy class in colonial 
times; or sho"tV rel a tion of colonial dress to 
occupation, vJeal th, ancestral customs, relig ion, and 
the lo c ation of the settlement. 
26 . Dolls to show costwnes of India ns, colonists, pioneers, j 
cowboys, herdsmen and modern Ame ricans. 
27. Model of animals and their young . 
28 . Models showing Mytholo gy concerned Hith the place of the 
Earth in the unive rse as - early Hindu belief that 
earth was supported b y a hug e elephant standing on the 
back of an enormous tortoise; Egyptia ns believed that 
the sun hatched out from an e gg laid by an enormous 
goose. 
I 
I 
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Grade VI 
1 . Early man - too l s, weap ons, utensils, p ottery, lamps . 
2 . Homes of early man - tree s, caves , huts , tents, l ake 
d1.v-e ll ing s . 
3. First means of transportation - h ollowed l o g , skin 
sails, pr i mi tive wheels . 
4• E gyptian tomb, many objects used in Egyptian life, 
mummy and mu.mmy case . 
5. Papyrus roll, scrolls . 
6. Figure s to represent various classes of Egyptians 
a Pharaoh, princess , scribe, farmer, slave . 
7. Learning and art of Egypt - time-telling devices, 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17 . 
18 . 
19 • 
calendar , pyramids , temple s, sphinx, obel isks, Rosetta 
Stone, Temple of Luxor, mosgne, statues, vases , jev-.relery . 
Types of Greek architecture . 
rypes of Greek colLunns - I onic, Doric, Corinthian . 
Greek masks . 
Boats - Egyptian and Grecian . 
Acropolis - Greek theater , Parthenon, Temple of Athena . 
Greek po t tery, lyre, sandals, masks . 
GPeek statues, figure s of athlete s , TPojan horse . 
Construct a chariot, rider , horse . 
Leaning Tower of Pisa, Coliseun1, Panth~on, aqueduct . 
}1odel of Pompeian home and courtyard . 
Roman ships, chariots . 
Hosaics. 
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20. Tower .of Babel. 
21. Han g ing gardens of Babylon. 
22. Nosque of Omar and Wailing Wall. 
23. · Hebrew hand mill for grinding grain. 
24. Be douin tent. 
25. Castle, fortress, mona stery, cathedral. 
26. Instruments of war - siege tov-Jers, battering rams, 
catapults, balistae. 
27 . Tu1edieval armor - swords, lances, shields. 
28 . Stained gl ass window. 
29 . Gar goyles . 
30 . Arc de Triomphe, cathe dr a l. 
31 . Booth a t a medi eval fair. 
32. Dolls to represent great men throughout the a ges . 
33 . Tin-can telephone . 
34. Tele graph off ice. 
35 . Radio station. 
36. Clay tab l e t, paper s croll. 
37. Signe t and seals . 
38. Models of all t ypes of me ans of travel. 
39 . Parachute. 
40. Transportation terminal . 
~-1 • JV1odels to shoVJ the di ff erence in structure of ancient 
birds from those of the p resent day . 
~2 . Hodel of a dam and vJa ter wheel. 
-------
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I L~3 . Figures to show proper posture in sitting , standing 
and s l eeping . 
44 . Series of mo d e l s to shovJ hou the earth • s surface 
looke d during the different g eolo g ical periods . 
45. Series of mod e l s to show pro gre s sive stag es fro m a 
very y oung to a very o l d valley . 
=======------~=-=~========-
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CHAPTER VIII 
DIORAMAS 
DIORAMA - INTRODUCTION 
The diorama provides a three dimensional type of illustra-
case several feet wide. A few types are described here and from 
the basic suggestions given, pupils can proceed creatively to 
produce the diorama best suited to their requirements. 
Subject: A diorama has a specific center of interest; every-
thing else is subordinated and put into perspective. 
Thus the subject matter lends itself to comparative 
studies within the larger unit, such as: 
1. Old and new. 
2. Series of incidents making up a whole story. 
3. Series showing historical sequence. 
A good example of an interesting series of dioramas 
for the fourth grade would be the subject of compara-
tive transportation. 
1. Skiis in Switzerland. 
2. Dogs and skates in Holland. 
3. Jinrikishaws in Japan and China. 
4. Donkeys of Mexico. 
5. Camels and horses of Arabia. 
6. Transportation in the United States. 
Objectives: 1. To provide an activity that will give a greater 
sense of reality and understanding to the sub-
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2. To develop creative thinking and resourceful-
ness. 
3. To develop an attitude of responsibility 
towards the completion of work and the care of 
materials. 
Preparation: 1. The general subject is chosen. The number of 
dioramas to be made and the center of interest 
of each decided on. 
Procedure: 
2. Carry out all research work necessary to give 
a good representation of the idea. 
3. Make sketch of scene to be built. Check the 
scene to be sure it tells its story properly 
before beginning construction on the three 
dimensional plane. 
The following suggestions are merely intended to 
start the pupil on his way. To give him a step-by-
step diagram of how to put together a diorama would 
be to rob him of half the value of the activity. 
1. Display frames and cases. The effectiveness of 
a good subject is, to a great extent, dependent 
on an appropriate and attractive box. 
Shoe box 
Cigar box 
Cardboard box 
Wooden fruit crates 
Plywood frames can be made almost any size 
or shape. A practical size is about 
22 x 12 x 15 inches. 
2. Backgrounds. The construction of the back-
ground depends on the type of layout used; 
whether that with two-point perspective or that 
with one-point perspective • .!/ 
a. Curved background. Two-point perspective. 
Draw scene on white paper, construction or 
kraft paper. Cut to size. Color with 
tempera paint, chalk or crayons. Tack or 
paste on frame or case. 
b. One-point perspective does not have curved 
backgrounds. Cut and fit paper to each of 
the three sides. Paint or crayon back-
ground. 
' 
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Louis v. Newkirk, Integrated Handbook. New York, Silver 
Burdett Co. 1940,-p. 234. 
3. Base. The base of a diorama must be firm since 
it supports the foreground. Suitable materials 
for the base are: 
Thin wood . 
Heavy cardboard 
Plaster 
Papier mache 
a. Plaster gives the most finished effect as a 
base. It can be carved with a knife or 
chisel or built up by adding more plaster 
where needed. Objects can be imbedded in 
it before it hardens. It can be easily and 
effectively decorated. 
b. Papier mache can be moulded into land con-
tours. It has the advantage over plaster 
in that the materials u~ed in making a 
papier mache mixture are always available i 
any classroom. 
4. Foreground. 
a. Details should be selected for their impor-
tance. An overcrowded scene is not 
1.34 
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attractive or effective. 
b. Figures, buildings and other separately 
constructed parts of the scene are usually 
fastened to the base in some way; either 
glued on or embedded in the plaster base 
before it sets. 
For the representation of the scene and the 
figures many materials can be used. As one of 
the objectives of this type of activity is to 
develop ingenuity and creative thinking, let th 
pupils solve as many of the problems entailing 
ways of representing the scenes as possible. 
The following are a few suggestions that will 
serve as examples of what can be done. 
a. Water: Paint plaster blue. Waves may be 
made by placing flat stick in plaster while 
wet and bringing it up quickly. 
Put colored paper under cellophane. 
Tin plate 
Mirrors 
Melted paraffin poured into a lake or river 
bed. 
b. Snow: Cotton wadding 
Paper pulp mixed with flour 
Plaster of Paris 
Sugar 
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c. Ice: White soap 
Paraffin, 
Chipped glass 
Mirrors 
Mica powder 
Sugar 
Plaster of Paris 
d. Roads, paths and · sidewalks. 
White paper strip with ink line along the 
center will give the effect of a concrete 
road. 
Oil or water clay makes an effective coun-
try road. Add pebbles. 
Sprinkle sand on a glue-coated surface for 
a graveled road. 
Use medium or fine sandpaper, glued in 
place and painted the correct shade, for 
paths, roads and parking lots. 
Plaster can be shaped and painted to imi-
tate any type of sidewalk or road. 
e. Grass: 
Green-dyed sawdust sprinkled over a glue-
coated surface. 
Green paper cut in fine, short strips. 
Excelsior dyed and glued in place. 
Plaster painted green. 
:136 
f. Trees: 
Sponge fixed on twigs. Palnt and trim to 
desired shape. 
Stiff construction paper or cardboard, 
painted or crayoned and made to stand up. 
Steel wool painted and attached to twigs. 
Crepe paper leaves twisted on twigs. 
g. Buildings: 
Many different types of structures can be 
made from construction paper or cardboard. 
Put cloth on twigs for tents. 
Use straw or fringed paper over cardboard 
base for native huts. 
Egyptian pyramids may be made by using 
cardboard frame sprinkled with sand on the 
glue-coated surface. 
h. Figures: 
Cardboard or strong construction paper can 
be used for cut-out figure~. 
Clay or plasticene for moulded figures. 
Sometimes it is best to build over wire 
frame for added strength. Pipestem cleaner 
can be used as framework. 
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DIORAMA 
Grade II. 
Subject: Sea scenes, water and living things. This is the 
simplest of all t ypes of diorama • 
. Objective: l. To make the study of under-wa.ter life more 
meaningful by actually simulating the forms 
of animal and plant life in the sea. 
2. To develop cr~ative thinking by making each 
diorama different. 
Materials: l. Boxes. Any size box can be used, a cigar or 
shoe box or a larger cardboard carton. 
2. Manila or white drawing paper, or colored 
construction paper, for backgrounds. 
3. Oak tag for fish. 
4. Crayons. 
5. Sand, shells, and rocks for ocean bed. 
Preparation:l. Discuss animals and plants that live in the 
ocean. 
2. Provide pictures of under-sea life. 
3. Decide whether each member of the class will 
make his own diorama or that the class be 
divided into small groups of 5 or 6, each 
group to make one. 
Procedure: 1. Fit background paper into box and cut to size. 
2. Crayon, or cut from colored paper, plant life 
L_ 
growing in the background. 
fishes to g ive the scene the 
depth. 
3. Cut fish fr om oak 
4. Paste tabs of different lengths to fish and 
attach to background to g ive the three dimen-
sional effect of fish swimming in the sea. 
5. Build up the ocean bed with sand, rock s, 
shells, etc. 
-
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DIORAMA 
Grade IV. 
Subject: The progress of railroads. 
j
1 
Objectives: 1. To provide an interesting activity showing the 
1 development of the locomotive. 
l Materials: 
2. To develop ability in conducting research. 
3. To foster the spirit of helpfulness in sharing I 
information and resources with others in the 
class. 
4- To develop a sense of proportion in drawing, 
the relation of foreground size to background 
scenery. 
1. Two pieces of 9 x 12 in. cardboard or oak tag. 
2. Small block of wood the size of the proposed 
locomotive. 
3. Crayons, scissors. 
I 
I 
1 
Preparation: 1. Each pupil plans to make an individual diorama. 
2. Pupils discuss the history of locomotives and 
bring to class pictures and books on all types 
of engines. 
3. Pupils decide on an appropriate background. 
For example, behind a modern streamliner may be 
a city with sky-scrapers and airplanes. If an I 
engine of the Civil war days is used, the backJI 
ground could be a Union or Confederate camp. I 
I 
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l Procedure: 1. Front rrame: Measure off the inner rectangle 
and cut along the top and the two sides. 
v 
2. Background piece: Cut slit as shown below and 
insert flat of front piece through slit, thus 
holding the diorama together. 
•I 
3. Sketch and color scenery on back cardboard. 
4. Draw and color the engine chosen on oak tag. 
Attach a small block of wood to the base or the 
engine so that the model will stand firmly on 
the of the structure. 
11 
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DIORAMA 
!Grade v. 
I subject: A cotton plantation. 
Objectives: 1. To illustrate various phases of the life of the ' 
negro slave on a cotton plantation. 
2. To develop creativeness in the pupils with re-
gard to use of waste materials, construction 
and arrangement of all parts of the diorama. 
3. To further the spirit of cooperation in sharing 
ideas and work in a group. 
I Materials: 
4. To plan the division of work within a group so 
that individual talents are made use of. 
1. Frame for diorama - wooden crate or cardboard 
box. 
2. Paper and crayons for background. 
3. Wire. (Pipe cleaners may be used.) 
4. Papier mache. 
5. Clay. 
6. Oak tag. 
1. Small pieces of wood. 
8. Waste materials of various kinds. 
Preparation: 1. The construction of these dioramas will come 
as a culmination to the study of the southern 
plantatiop. 
2. Class decides on the number of dioramas to be 
made, such as -
I 
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Procedure: 
I 
II 
I 
Picking cotton 
Darkies singing and dancing 
Slave market 
Loading cotton at a wharf 
3. Class is divided into groups according to the 
number of subjects chosen. Make a list and 
draw sketches of all the things to be used in 
the scene. 
1. Display frame. Use a cardboard or wooden box 
of suitable size. About 19 x 12 x 11 in. is a 
suggestion. 
2. Draw and color the background on paper the 
size of the three sides of the case. This may 
be fastened directly to the back and ends of 
the frame or to a curved cardboard support. 
3. Base of diorama must be firm. Plaster is an 
excellent material for this. The base is 
built up from i in. to 2 in. higher in back to 
give the illusion of distance. The ground is 
easily modeled while the plaster is soft. 
4. Foreground scene. All the objects in the fore-
ground should be made and ready to be placed in 
the wet plaster base. If this is not feasible, 
they may be glued on or put in place and a thin 
coat of plaster put down to hold them. 
DIORAMA 
Grade VI. 
e ~ubject: Folksongs off many lands. 
Objectives: 1. To g~ve greater meaning to the music of other 
coun~ries by studying their dress and environ-
~aterials: 
ment. 
2. To d~velop creativeness in the construction of 
all ~he elements that go to. make up an attract-
ive \iiorama. 
3. To epcourage a spirit of cooperative effort in 
producing something that will bring both 
knowt edge and enjoyment to all the class. 
Cartrns. These may be of heavy cardboard or 
wood~n boxes. 
Plywfod or heavy cardboard ror rront rrame. 
Krafl paper or heavy white paper for background 
scen~ry. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. Clay or papier mache for figures. 
5. Scrap materials for costumes. 
Preparation: 1. This project follows the taking up of represen-
tatiwe songs of the peoples of other lands. 
2. Deci\ie on the songs to be illustrated and divide 
that number of dioramas among the class. 
3. Cond~ct research on the costumes and settings 
pert~ining to each country. 
Procedure: 1. Draw sketch of scene with crayon on manila 
paper to show background and costumes. 
2. Cut paper in one piece to fit on the back and 
sides of the carton. The back may be curved 
if desired. 
3. Paint, crayon or chalk may be used for the 
scenery. 
4. Base. Best material is patching plaster. To 
give a better illusion of distance, build up 
the base at the back and have it slope down 
toward the front. The base may be built up 
with paper, sand, rocks, or whatever material 
will give the effect desired. (See general 
directions for dioramas.) 
5. Foreground figures and other objects are then 
constructed. These may be made very simply by 
cutting out cardboard figures and making suppor 
for them. By using clay or papier mache, .fig-
ures may be molded in the round and made more 
realistic. 
II 
I 
i 
II 
I 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER ACTIVITIES 
IN THE 1~ING OF DIORAMAS 
Grade I 
1. Rooms in a house - kitchen, living room, bedroom. 
2. Stalls, pens, fields for farm animals. 
3. Farm life - activities of the farm. 
4. Games and play for health. 
5. Proper sleep, rest, relaxation, and recreation. 
6. Helping father and mother at home. 
7. Activities connected with the running of the school -work 
of the janitor, the principal, the school nurse, the 
dental hygienist; singing, art, and physical training; 
8. 
9· 
10. 
1. 
2. 
supervisors, cafeteria workers and cooks. 
Christmas scenes. 
Scenes from stories in the reading book. 
Favorite stories, such as The Three Bears, Little Red 
Riding Hood, Jack in the Beanstalk. 
Grade II 
Interior qf stores - food, clothing, etc. 
Community helpers at their jobs - policeman directing 
traffic, postman delivering letters, librarian checking 
books, men cleaning streets or removing snow. 
3. The foods we eat - wheat field, orchard, truck farm, 
maple sugar gathering. 
~. The first Thanksgiving - hard winter; when spring came, 
Pilgrims planted seed; in the fall the harvest was good; 
the government said they should give thanks to God; thus 
the first Thanksgiving. 
5. What animals eat. 
6. How animals help us. 
7. How animals protect themselves . 
8. Show changes of seasons by showing the same scene in 
Spring, Summer, Fall, and Winter. 
9. Transportation by water, land, air, shown by dock, 
lj station, airport. 
\ 10. Scenes from stories in the reading books. 
I 11. Scenes from stories children read outside schooi, as 
Little Black Sambo. 
Grade III 
1. The foods we eat - wheat field, orchard, truck farm, 
maple sugar gathering. 
2. Where we get our foods - grocery, bakery, dairy, fruit 
and vegetable store, restaurant. 
3. Four dioramas showing boy and girl appropriately dressed 
for the four seasons. 
4. Series showing appropriate clothing worn in cold, warm, 
hot, and temperate regions. 
5. Changes in dress over a period of time. 
6. How we obtain a variety of foods - freight station, wharf, 
airport, trucking terminal. 
I 7. How animals are used ror travel in different regions -
1· Eskimo dog teams, camel caravans, nnles and burros ror 
I mountainous territory. 
8. Contrast the winter igloo or the Eskimo with the summer 
tents. 
9. Homes in different climates - hot, cold, dry, wet. 
10. Homes around the world. 
11. Thre~ types or Indians - forest, prairie, desert. Choose 
12. one point of emphasis for each scene, as - costumes, means 
of transportation, homes, rood, recreation. 
Animal habitats. 
13. Circus acts. 
14. Scenes rrom stories in the class reading books. 
15. Scenes from books children get rrom the library. 
16. Safety rules. 
17. The rirst Thanksgiving- preparing the reast, going to 
church, at the table, entertainment~ 
18. The Christmas story. 
Grade IV 
1. Various uses or land, air, water transportation. 
2. Ways of making a living in Mexico - rarming, ranching, 
drilling for oil, mining ror silver, gold, iron, coal; 
making beautiful things. 
I 3. Interesting Mexican customs - the fiesta, market day, the r 
I bull fight. 
,I 
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4. Lire in Switzerland - herding, rarming, manufacturing, 
handicrarts, tourists. 
5. Sports, games, rolk dances or Switzerland. 
6. Experiences or Marco Polo at the palaces of Kublai Khan. 
7. Chinese workers - the rarmers, the coolies, the river boat 
people. 
8. Scenes showing geographical characteristics of China -
fertile plains, deserts, steppes, high mountains, rivers, 
9. Jungle life - animals, natives, vegetation, habitats of 
jungle animals. 
10. Dutch kitchen. 
11. Lire on the canals in different seasons. 
12. Travel and transportation in Holland - canal boats, 
bicycles, dogs, automobiles, trains. 
13. Occupations of Hollanders - dairying, farming, fishing, 
shipping, peatcutting. 
14. Scenes from Hans Brinker, The Break in the Dike, and 
other Dutch stories. 
15. Series of dioramas showing the various activities in the 
life of the Eskimos. 
16. Comparison of the various ways of living in the desert -
tents, adobe houses, oases, towns showing homes, people, 
animals, trees, utensils, rugs, for each scene. 
17. Scenes from stories or Swiss life -Heidi, William Tell. 
18. Dirferent ways in which things are moved - water, air, 
electricity. 
19. Series to show how animals carry burdens for men. 
20. Construct scenes showing animals that live together -
drove, herd, flock, colony. 
21. Contrast the different types of animal life - mammals, 
birds, reptiles. 
22. Contrast a home without trees or shrubbery around and the 
same house with proper planting. 
23. Natural habits of various types of birds. 
24. Plants and animals peculiar to certain regions - Mexico: 
cactus, chuckwalla, cocoanut. 
25. Health - sleep, rest, relaxation. 
26. Illustrate stories in reading book by constructing a aerie 
of dioramas • 
Grade V 
1. Scenes that the early explorers might have seen when they 
made their important discoveries. 
2. Scenes from the life of Columbus. 
3. Interiors of homes, schools, and churches of Colonial time • 
4. Scenes from the story of the first Thanksgiving - Pilgrims 
leaving Holland, Indians watching their ships arriving, 
contacts with friendly Indians, the first Thanksgiving 
feast, Thanksgiving today. 
5. Contrast living in Colonial times with living today -
schools, transportation, homes, occupations. 
6. Scenes from the story of a family going West in a covered 
wagon. 
1 .t;? 
- - ' ···· ..... ~ 
7. Contrast life on a southern plantation with life in the 
northern states. 
8. Series of dioramas showing typical southern scenes -
activities of slaves, owners, industries. 
9. Incidents in the lives of Lewis and Clark, Marcus Whitman, 
Kit Carson, William Cody, John Fremont. 
10., Natural beauty of the West - National Parks, caverns, 
~~~ 
mountains, deserts. 
11. Early scenes of the West - early pioneers, ways of travel-
ing over western trails, Indian tribes of the West. 
12. Series of dioramas to show relation of activities of 
children to the kind of clothing worn. 
13. Scenes from the lives of famous Americans. 
14. Incidents in the life of Washington and Lincoln. 
15. Fishing industry in New England - cod, lobsters, wharves, 
auctioning of fish, - shipbuilding. 
16. New England manufactures - shoes, brass, lumber, granite 
quarries. 
17. The changes and developments man has effected through the 
ages in heating his home. 
18. Geographical features of Braintree, Massachusetts, and 
New England - mountains, valleys, sea coast. 
19. Health - cleanliness, nutrition, posture in sitting~ 
standing, sleeping. 
20. Series of dioramas showing scenes from books about for-
eign lands. 
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21. Folk dances - Indian war dance, American Virginia reel, 
Spanish bolero, Irish jig, Italian tarantella. 
22. Series of diorama showing South American industries -
petroleum in Venezuela, rubber in Brazil, cattle ranch in 
Argentina. 
Grade VI 
1. Problems of early man - shelter, food, protection from 
weather and animals. 
2. Beginnings of communal life - recreation, hunting, games, 
dances. 
3. Egyptian life - building of the pyramids, painting the 
walls of the tombs, farming. 
4. Series of dioramas showing the contributions of the east-
ern Mediterranean civilization coexistent with that of 
Egypt - Babylonian, Assyrian, Phoenician, Hebrew. 
5. Contrast Athens and Sparta. 
6. Scenes from Greek mythology. 
7. Scenes that might have taken place at a Greek festival. 
8. Activities of various types of people in ancient Egypt -
the Pharaohs, farmers, scribes, artisans, slaves, priests. 
9. Episodes from life in the Middle Ages. 
10. Episodes from the journeys of the Crusaders. 
11. Scenes from the stories of King Arthur, Robin Hood, etc. 
12. Development of communication from runners to modern 
devices. 
13. Services of animals in communication and transportation. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
Importance of the wheel in the development of transporta-
tion from cart to automobile. 
Development of water transportation from raft to sailing 
vessel and ocean liner. 
Series of dioramas under the main heading of "Yesterday, 
Today, and Tomorrow." Many topics can be worked out in 
this way, such as, homes, clothes, means of travel. 
Japanese holidays - Boy~ Festival, Feast of Dolls, New 
Year 1 s, Flower Day opens cherry blossom season. 
Japanese garden, architecture, landscaping. 
Habitat groups of prehistoric animals. 
Contrast a modern kitchen with all its electrical equip-
ment with a Colonial kitchen. 
21. Hydro-electric plants - Muscle Shoals, Boulder Dam, 
Niagar.a Falls. 
22. Improvements in methods of fabricating cloth - cotton gin, 
spinning frame, sewing machine. 
I 23. Improvements in ways of getting, preserving, and using 
foods - seed drill, reaper, crop rotation, pasteurization. 
24. Improvements in transportation and communication - steam 
engine, steam boat, use of rubber, trans-Atlantic cable. 
25. Health - proper food, sleep, exercise. 
26. Safety - school safety, pedestrian safety, first aid, 
fire prevention, home safety. 
27. Series of dioramas to illustrate the types of books that 
pupils read in their leisure time. 
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CHAPTER IX 
PANORAMAS 
PANORAlffi - INTRODUCTION 
Webster gives the definition of a panorama as a "view in 
all directions". The panorama differs from the diorama in the 
absence of perspective and in most cases, of background. ''In 
the diorama, since a specific center of interest is treated, 
1 everything else is subordinate and put into perspective •• . . 
In the panorama, on the other hand, the purpose is to show a 
bird•s-eye view of a territory, sometimes of considerable exten , 
which may include farms, hills, forests, rivers, and human or 
an~al figures - all in approximate sizes but not in perspec-
tive." Y 
A floor map is sometimes termed a panorama and many of the 
suggestions under the section"Models" could be developed into 
a panorama by constructing a more _extensive view of the sur-
roundings. 
Panorama base. Panoramas are not built in boxes or frames 
but are laid out on a flat surface. Types of bases that could 
be used are the floor, the sand table, a work table, or a port-
able base of wood or heavy cardboard. Papier mache or plaster 
can be used to build up the ground. Mountains and hills are 
built up from the base. Newspapers may be crumpled into the 
desired shape and covered with burlap or cloth tacked to the 
base and then painted. Wire screening may be shaped and 
I' 
1
1 1. Louis V. Newkirk, Integrated Handwork for Elementary SchooL'. s. 
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covered with plaster, salt and flour mixture, or papier mache. 
Construction of objects in the scene. These objects are 
constructed in the same way as those for dioramas and models. 
One of the advantages of the panoramic view is that objects 
with movable parts can be used and appreciated - as, the wind-
mill, the water wheel, wells, gates that open, draw bridges, 
and many others • 
Grade I. 
Subject: The Farm. 
PANORAMA 
Objective: l. To become familiar with the common elements of 
farm activity. 
2. To work cooperatively with others and to share 
in suggesting ideas and materials to be used. 
3. To develop an attitude of responsib ility 
towards the comp letion of work and the care of 
materials. 
Materials: 1. Cardboard carton for barn. 
2. 18 x 24 in. colored construction paper for roof 
3. Brown kraft paper, to cover table. 
4. Large Quaker Oats boxes. 
5. Hay, rocks. 
6. Twigs for trees. 
7. Clay or plasterline. 
8. String or wire for fences. 
Preparation: This project is given at the time when the 
Social Studies unit on the farm is taken up. 
l. Exhibit_ pictures ; ' 
2. Show motion picture, "Farm Animals". 
3. Have on library table books about farm life 
and animals. 
4. If possible visit a farm. 
5. Have pupils tell their own farm experiences. 
j_59 
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Procedure: 1: Lay brown kraft paper on table top, or sand 
table. 
2. Make barn from carton as illustrated. 
3. Paint red. 
4. Make silo from Quaker Oats boxes. If one box 
is not tall enough cut piece from another and 
scotch tape together. 
5. Paint to match barn. 
~ 
I I 
6. Place barn and silo. Mark off fields, some 
will be green and some yellow . Sawdust may 
be sprinkled over wet paint. 
TW,;t- colo\'ecl 
fb-~Y on b:Ju 
7. Divide f'ields with f'ences. Put twig s in clay 
base and join with string as sho~m. 
8. Put rocks all around. 
9. Make trees as follows: 
Place twigs in clay base and twist little 
pieces of green or colored paper (crepe 
paper is best for this) on the "branches". 
10. Model animals from clay or plasterline, or 
draw animals and tack on pieces of wood to make 
them stand up. 
11. Add any other ideas suggested during the 
making. Let as many of the suggestions as 
possible come first from the pupils. 
1_5:t 
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I Grade II. 
I 
PANORAMA 
Circus. 
1
: Subject: The 
I Objectives: 1. To provide the pupils with an activity that 
will be an interesting and enjoyable outcome 
of the stories about the circus in the reading 
book. 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
2. To stimulate discussion that will provide in-
formation about all phases of the circus. 
3. To direct pupils in the beginnings of simple 
research, as bringing to class pictures, 
stories, model animals. 
4. To promote cooperation and resourcefulness in 
working together. 
1. Kraft paper or cloth for tents. 
I 
il Materials: 
II 
II 
I 
2. Clay or plasticene. 
3. Pipe cleaners. 
4· Papier mache. 
5. Oak tag, paper. 
6. Crayons, scissors. 
Preparation: 1. After the reading of the circus story the 
class plans the making of a m'iniature circus. 
2. Gather pictures of all kinds of circus animals r 
,, 
I 
performers and activities. 
3. Class decides on how much and what sections of 
the circus they will make; groups are formed 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
,; 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
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to be responsible ~or each part. 
There are three ways o~ representing an~als 
per~ormers. 
Clay or plasticene. 
Papier mache over pipe cleaners. 
Figures cut ~rom oak tag inserted in a 
clay or wood base to make them stand up. 
2. Tents - set the poles ~or the big tent in clay 
or wood. 
3. Cages made ~rom one section, fold on the 
dotted line, place the animals inside. 
I I I! 
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4. Circus rings may be made from hat box covers, 
small round trays, large round covers of tin 
caJ.ts.; · .. or strips ,of cardboard fastened with 
... t'· 
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scotch tape. Paint or crayo~ bright colors. 
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j: Grade VI. 
lj Subject: 
II 
How climate affects environment. 
Arctic. 
I 
I 
I Australia. 
II Africa. 
I \Objectives: 1.' To show modes of living, occupations, climatic 
!preparation: 1. 
II 
I 2. 
I 
adjustments, and clothing in these three 
., 
regional continents. 
To increase ability in finding -supplemental 
material necessary to carry out details of the 
project; for example, the use of the encyclo-
pedia. 
To develop ingenuity in discovering and using 
materials to represent objects in the scenes. 
Divide class into three groups. 
Gather all factual information necessary for 
the making of the project so that the construe~ 
tion will give the impression of accuracy with 
regard to -
Terrain 
Dwellings 
Clothing 
Occupations 
Vegetation 
- f 
I 
I 
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3. Base. Apply plaster or papier mache to the 
base so as to represent the type of terrain 
desired. 
4. While base is still soft, set all upright 
' 
objects in the plaster~ 
5. Paint base. 
I 
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II Mate~ials: 
II 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
I . 
11 Procedure: 
I' 
II 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
II 
II 
II 
Discuss how each part can be made. Plan for 
the procurement of waste materials that will 
helpful in the construction of each panorama. 
Cardboard or plywood 7 • Wire 
base 
2. Papier mache 
,'. '• 
3. Plaster 
4. Clay 
5. Paints 
6. Colored paper 
'8. Sand 
9. Twigs 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Hay 
Rope j 
Colored paper 1 
This list is only suggestive. One of the greatest I 
values to be derived from this type of activity is 
the development of the pupil's ingenuity in dis-
covering materials that will best serve to portray 
the particular subject. 
1. Heavy cardboard or plywood is cut to size to 
suit table accommodation in the room. 
-2. All the upright parts are now made. This is 
especially necessary when using a plaster base 
The objects are set in the wet plaster and 
held firmly when the plaster dries. 
1
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER ACTIVITIES 
IN THE 
MAKING OF PANORAMAS 
Grade I 
The school and surroundings - buildings, apparatus in 
school yard, trees, streets bordering school grounds. 
Home and neighborhood surroundings, showing gardens, streets, 
sidewalks, etc. I 
Farm - house, barn, fields, fences, animal pens, animals, 
orchards, gardens. 
I 4. A woodland scene showing such familiar animals as the 
I 
1 squirrel, rabbit, snake, toad. 
I 5. A forest scene showing such lesser-lmown animals as the 
fox, bear ,deer. 
6. Outdoor scene showing the same kind of tree in Spring, 
Sum1·ner, Fall, and Wi nter. 
7 • The c ir·c.us • 
8. Panorama of an outdoor scene with trees arranged so that th 
changes in their shadows from morning to noon and afternoon 
can be observed. 
I 9· 
I 10. 
jll. 
12. 
Christmas scenes. 
Scenes from stories in the class reading book. 
Scenes from favorite stories of pupils. 
Paper garden. 
Grade II. 
1. Railway station - signal tower, tracks going to Quincy, 
the Cape and East Braintree, road barriers on Elm 
and River streets. 
2. , Shopping center showing stores, churches, gas station, 
apartments, and other buildings. 
, 3. Community building s - library, town hall, fire station, 
police station. 
4. Community playgrounds. 
5. The school and its neighborhood. Show the traffic light s 
and signs. Place the policemen and safety patrol children 
a t t heir proper stations. 
6. Traffic intersection showing the policeman on his job. 
7. A fire - showing the burning building, the firemen at 
their stations and policemen keeping the crowd back. 
8. Panorama of a cluttered yard, sidewalk, and street; 
g ive same view after the sanitation department has 
cleaned it up. 
I 9. A zoo. 
I 110. A park, showing bandstand, flower bed, and play area. 
Grade III. 
1. Community showing market s , stores, and farms. 
2. Farms - dairy, vegetable, f1~it orchards, wheat. 
3. A fishing wharf showing boats and their catch. 
4-
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
\ 
110. 
111. 
I 
I 
l 
i 
12. 
13. 
Cotton field. 
Rubber plantation. 
Sheep farm. 
Freight station showing food being unloaded. 
Wharf showing goods from other countries being unloaded. 
Series of panoramas showing animals used for food, 
anLmals used for travel and enjoyment, how animals 
supply our clothing needs. 
Indian village. 
A safe play area. 
Pilgrim settlement. 
Braintree area at the time of the purchase of the land 
from the Indians. 
The beginning of the village of Braintree, showing 
log cabins, forts, Indians, the river, bridges. 
Early Braintree showing homes, the first school and 
church, industries. 
16. Industries located on the Monatiquot River in B~~intree -
Armstrong Cork Co., Abrasive products, South Braintree 
Laundry. 
Grade IV. 
1. Panoramic view of an airport, a commercial wharf, 
a railroad terminal, a trucking terminal. 
e 
2. 
J. 
4-
5. 
6. 
7. 
A modern super highway, 
types of conveyances as 
A native villag e in the 
A jungle scene showing 
Typical Mexican scene. 
Chinese river scene. 
Chinese dragon parade. 
including as many different 
possible. 
Belg ian Con g o. 
many n a tive animals. 
... ...... 
8. 
9. 
Chinese street scene - stalls, shops, temples, houses. 
Eskimo life showing i g loos, water showing kyaks, fishing , 
dog sleds, seals. 
10. Dutch scene. 
11. Swiss village. 
12. Desert scene with sand, tents, and oasis. 
13. Volcano and surr.ounding territory. 
14. The pasture lands of such animals as cows, sheep, goats. 
15. Scene showing such types of animal life as mammals, 
birds, reptiles. 
16. Beaver dam sh01..,ring animals that live near v-ra ter . 
17. Scene shov-ring the force of · v-rind - v-rindmill, sailboat, 
trees bent in a gale, etc. 
18. A scene showing the results o f a hurricane. 
:Grade v. 
1. The landing of Columbus in the New World. 
2. Balboa discovering the Pacific. 
-4'-i? 
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3. Pioneer trading post showing the Indians coming to trade. 
4. Plymouth and the Plymouth colony. 
5. Early Boston, downtown section. 
6. Colonial village - white houses, meeting house, church, 
school, stone barns and walls, the village gr een . 
7. A southern plantation, a community in itself. Make a 
nearby river with wharf, fields of cotton, peanuts, 
tobacco, ~ ~ugar cane. 
8 . Tobacco plantation. 
9. Section of one of the famous trails of the West; as 
Lewis and Clark's, Santa Fe, and gold rush trails. 
10. Pueblo village - show the Indians at work on their 
pottery and weaving . 
11. Yellowstone National Park . 
12. West ern ranch - house, cor rals, bunk houses, grazing 
lands. 
13. Banana plantation. 
14. Farm showing animals and poultry , fields of cor n, wheat, 
and other crops • . 
15. A back yard showing area and equipment for family fun 
and relaxation. 
16. A panoramic vie"t..r of the Braintree railroad station -
tracks, branches and yard, proposed overpasses for 
safety and convenience at Elm and River streets. 
- - __ I 
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Grade VI. 
1. The cave man and his surrounding s. Show a river and 
hollow-log boat. 
2. A villag e of lake dwellers. 
3. Panoramic view of the Nile, showing pyramids and sphinx. 
4. The making of the pyramids. 
5. The Parthenon and surrounding territory. 
6. Roman gladiators on the way to the arena. 
7. Scene within the Colliseum. 
8. Panormaic view of a manor of the Middle Age s - manor 
house, church, small fields divided into stl'ips, villag e, 
mill, pasture. 
9. Medieval fair. 
10. Richard the Lionheart setting out on a crusade. 
11. Castle and surrounding territory. 
12. King's court and a man being knighted. 
13. India - The Taj-Mahal and surrounding s. 
14. An English village. 
15. Typical English garden. 
16. Imag inary panorama of a section of another planet. 
17. A model community showing convenient arrang ement of 
public building s and strategic placement of schools 
and fire stations . 
I 
11 18. School neighborhood showing the stations of safety patrol 
members and policemen at the be g inning and end of the 
school day. 
'.4! .. . 
CHAPTER X 
PUPPETS 
~= -== - ====~ ====-= 
PUPPETS - INTRODUCTION 
There are two broad classifications of puppets, flat pup-
i pets and round puppets. To the first type belong the "shadow" 
1puppets. To the second, the best known are the marionettes or 
! 
1
string puppets and the fist or hand puppets. 
The following directions are general and may be adapted to · 
·any grade level. 
li subject: The puppet play can choose its theme from a wide 
variety of subjects. History, geography, science, 
I 
I 
J 
I 
reading, literature, stories of adventure and heroism, 
historical and -biographical episodes, ' stories with 
musical settings and fantasy can all be adapted to the 
' puppet stage. 
Dale Y suggests: ''Do not use puppets for plays that 
can be done just as well, or better, by other dramatic 
means • . Puppetry is perfectly sui ted to dramatizations 
that cannot be done well or not at all by living 
actors." 
The age, background and tastes of the pupils must be 
related to the types of puppets used and to the play 
itself. 
liobjectives: 1. 
r 
To provide a medium for improvisations and 
spontaneous conversations, for musical 
I 
,------
1:1. Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching. New York, 
The Dryden Press. 1946, p. 110. 
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Materials: 
interpretations and general creative experience 
in art and dramatics. 
2. To develop among pupils working in groups an· 
appreciation of the value of cooperative effor 
in achieving a single goal. 
3. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9· 
10. 
To provide a vehicle for making scenes from 
history, literature and other classroom sub-
jects more vivid in the pupil's mind. 
Newspaper, paper towelling or napkins. 
Paste, glue. 
Wire, from paper clips, bottle tops, etc. 
Pins. 
Cloth, all kinds and sizes. 
Paint, tempera. 
Materials for costuming. 
Thumb tacks. 
Tin tacks. 
Hair. Unraveled rope, dyed waste, cotton yarn 
or crepe hair as used in theatrical make-up. 
11. Clay. 
12. String. 
13. Wood. 
14. Wood or cartons for frame of theater. 
15. Nails, hinges, wire, paint. 
16. Shellac. 
1?6 
As with so many classroom projects it would be 
impossible to give an exact list or all the 
materials required. However, the teacher can 
judge by the above list what basic materials to 
have on hand and procure as the activity progresses 
!Preparation: First, the decision is made as to whether several 
I 
short plays are to be given, thus letting each 
pupil make a puppet of his own and share in the 
'making of the scenery, or whether one play will be 
produced and some pupils delegated to the making of 
the puppets, some to the writing of the script and 
some to the painting of the scenery. 
1. Writing the play. 
a. Make a list of important events in the 
story or subject. 
b. Determine the number of scenes necessary. 
Frequently less important or very short 
scenes can be eliminated or combined with 
other scenes. 
c. Decide on the number of characters require 
Keep this down to a minimum. 
d. Keep the action as simple as possible. 
2. Make figure sketches of the characters that 
have to be made up. 
a. Ir the play requires historical costumes, 
pictures, text books, encyclopedias, etc., 
II 
=='~i 
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Procedure: 
should be made available for reference. 
b. Fantasy will require creative effort. 
Remember that many effects are possible in 
miniature that are impractical on a larger 
scale. Encourage pupils to use their 
imaginations to the fullest extent in these 
first sketches. After a good idea has bee 
drawn, then it can be analyzed as to its 
practicability. 
3. Make ' sketches of background scenery for each 
act. 
1. Construct puppets according to directions 
given for the type the class is to use. 
2. Sketch the scenery on brown kraft paper or 
white construction paper. 
3. Paint, using tempera paint. 
4. Construct or procure additional properties 
needed for each scene. 
5. Test out backgrounds with puppets to determine 
whether anything needs to be added to improve 
the composition or color. 
1 
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Directions ror making a puppet stage. 
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Grade I. 
Subject: 
PAPER PUPPETS 
Little Red Riding Hood, in paper-bag puppets. 
Objective: 1. To provide the pupils w~th a vehicle for oral 
English expression that will be fun to carry 
out as well as instructive. 
2. To work together cooperatively and to share in 
the responsibility of producing a good 
performance. 
Materials: l. Paper bags 
2. Newspaper 
3. Cardboard 
4 . Wrapping paper 
5 . Staples, scissors 
6. String 
7. Poster paint, brushes, or crayons and chalks. 
Preparation:l. Pupils must be very familiar with the story to 
be dramatized. They should nave a clear mental 
picture of the various types of characters. 
·The y must know the story wel;L enough to impro-
vise the conversation and to preserve the 
continuity of the play. 
2. Decide on the number of characters to be used 
in the play. In this example five characters 
will tell the story; 
:180 
Red Riding Hood 
The Wolf II 
The Wolf in grandma's clothing 
Grandma 
Woodcutter 
3. Divide characters among the class. Have several 
pupils make the same puppet. 
Procedure: 1. Ha~re poster paints available on tables with 
several brushes for each color. If crayon or 
chalk is used each pupil will have his own 
assortment of colors. 
2. First paint eyes,nose, and mouth; then the hair. 
Place the non-painting hand in the bag as the 
hair and clothing have to be painted all around. 
J>':\.' 
~···. 
~--~",..,.. 
3. Cut arms and legs from brown wrapping paper. 
Small pieces of cardboard can be stapled to 
the bottom of feet for weight. 
4. Pupils making the Wolf will have to cut and 
paint additional pieces for the tail, ears, 
and tongue. 
5 •. Punch two holes the top of the head and run 
a long piece through. 
6. Staple to s of leg s together and place far up 
into head. Push arms through slits in sides 
and up into head. 
j_83 
?. Stuff head with strips of newspaper. 
8. Tie puppet securely round the neck. 
Stage: f a puppet stage is in the school, 
a simple one can be constructed as follows: 
1. Put two cardboard cartons together and support 
them with a wooden frame. 
I 
i/ 
2. Make valance to go above the proscenium. 
3. Decorate. 
4. Make curtains to pull on wire strung along top 
of stage. 
5. Paint, or crayon background scenes on kraft 
I 
I 
. I 
I 
FIST PUPPETS 
Grade III. 
Subject: Story from reading book, 
"The Princess Who Never Laughed." 
Objectives: 1. To develop imagination and originality in self-
expression. 
2. To develop a spirit of cooperation and working 
together. 
3. To give the pupils an especially interesting 
project for the purpose of integrating Reading, 
Oral Eng lish, Written English, and Art. 
Materials: 1. Papier mache, newspaper, paper towelling, paste. 
2. Cloth. scraps, for costumes. 
3. Yarn, steel wool, cotton; frayed rope can be 
used for hair. 
4. Paint, crayons. 
5. Glue, paste. 
Preparation:l. After the reading of the story the class mak es 
an outline o f the story as it will be told by 
the puppets. 
2. Pupils decide on the number and character of 
the puppets to be made. For example: 
a) The princess looking sad. 
- b) The princess laughing. 
c) The king . 
tS4 
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d) Peter. 
e ) Goose. 
f) Servant g irl. 
g) Cook. 
h) As many other characters as pupils wish to 
make. 
Procedure: 1. Making the puppet heads. 
There are a number of ways of constructing 
puppet heads. Some of the simpler methods 
are illustrated here. 
a) paper heads. (Simplest of all types.) 
1. Draw complete outline of puppet on cloth. 
2. Draw puppet head on oak tag to fit cloth 
o_:ttern. 
-
3. Color in bold tones. 
4. Glue on cloth. 
b) Cloth heads. 
1. Fold white cloth. 
2. Draw shape of head. 
3. Cut on dotted line l. • 2 ln. 
larger than head. 
4. Sew on pencil lines. 
5. Turn inside out. 
6. Color features with 
crayons. Make them bold 
and e x agg erated. 
7. Roll a piece or oak tag 
for the neck to fit. 
8. Stuff head with cotton, 
sort paper or rags. Use 
enough stuffing to hold the 
roll of paper firmly in 
place. -
c) Papier-mache heads. Dry paper base. 
1. Roll oak tag into tube to g o over the finger. 
2. Paste or scotch tape small bag filled with 
paper to the tube. 
3. Model features by building up with small pieces 
of paper and paste. 
4. \f\Jhen thoroughly dry paint face, _ then shellac. 
:l86 
d) Solid papier-mache heads. 
l. Tear newspaper into tiny pieces and soak over-
night in hot water. 
2. Drain off all water without squeezing. 
3. Mix with wallpaper paste; about one part paste 
to' two of pulp. 
4. Press out water until mixture can be handled 
easily. 
5. Mold head around forefinger upon which it is to 
be placed. Be sure hole is deep enough so that 
the head will not fall off the finger. 
6. Dry thoroughly. 
7. Paint. 
8. Glue material to be used 
as hair in place. 
a) This is the foundation pat-
tern for all costumes. 
b) Fasten neck of dress to 
small piece of tubing going 
into the head. 
I 
1_8 7 . 
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3. Fist puppet theater. 
a. ) Simple frame or classroom 
work table. Put paper or drapery in front of 
table to h ide manipulators. 
I I ~----~ ~I 
I. I 
b) If an old screen is avail-
able it will make a very satisfactory hand-
puppet stage. 
Cut as larg e a rectangular opening as possible 
near the top of the screen. 
' 
I 
--- -~ 
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SHADOW PLAY - FLAT PUPPETS il 
I' II Grade V. 
jl Subject: The Traveling Musician of Bremen. 
Objectives: 1. To provide the pupils with a vehicle for oral 
2. 
English that will prove interesting and 
instructive. 
To work together cooperatively and share in the 
responsibility of producing a good performance .! 
1. Screen - bed sheet or light-weight cotton 
stretched over frame. 
2. Heavy construction paper or oak tag. 
3. Metal brads. 
4. Narrow pieces of wood about i in. x 12 in. 
5. Wire. 
6. String, thread. 
1. Scissors. (A sharp knife or razor blade is 
also useful • ) 
Preparation: 1. Select the story that is to be dramatized. 
("The Traveling Musician of Bremen'' is used 
here as an example). The play must have plent 
of action for the interest of the audience is 
held as much by the movement of the figures on 
the screen as by the wordk spoken. 
2. Make a list of the most important incidents in 
the story. 
---r 
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1 3. Decide upon the number of characters required 
il 
I 
li 
ll 
for the scenes. Always arrange to have as few 
characters as possible on the screen at the 
same time to avoid confusion. 
4. List the incidents that will carry the story 
along. 
a. Donkey on the road. 
b. Donkey meets the Dog. 
c. Donkey, Dog and Cat meet Cock. 
d. The animals decide to become traveling 
musicians and leave home. 
e. In the woods they see a light. 
f. Donkey looks through the window of Robber' 
home. 
g. The animals break the window. 
h. The Robber flees with light. 
i. Animals settle down for the night. 
j. Robber returns. 
k. He is scratched by the Oat. 
1. Bitten by the Dog. 
m. Kicked by the Donkey. 
n. The Cock cries, ncock-a-doodle-doo. 11 
o. The Robber flees to his companions and 
tells them that a witch clawed him, a demo I 
stabbed him, a giant beat him with a club 
and a terrible spirit on the roof screamed, 
"Throw him up to me1 11 
5. List number of scene c~anges to tell t lie story 
Scene I. The road side. 
Scene II. In the woods. 
Scene III. The Robber's house. 
Scene IV. Same as Scene II. 
6. List of the characters that will have to be 
made-
Donkey - sad and thin. 
Dog - old, tired, hungry. 
II 
II l w~ 
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I Procedure: 
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Cat - old and tired. 
Cock - ru11 or excitement. 
Robber. 
1. The screen. 
a. The simplest kind of shadow screen is a 
b. 
piece of sheeting fastened to a doorway at 
a convenient height for the players. The 
opening below the screen should be covered 
with heavier material to conceal the 
players from the audience. 
A simple frame can be made with a floor 
stand or one that can be set on the back 
edge of a table. 
,..._ -----------------~ 
c. The stage may be a screen in which a hole 
has been cut. 
~ / 
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2. The background scenery. 
a. rr the class decides to paint or crayon 
scenery on the screen, a different screen 
will have to be used for each scene and 
_each screen stretched and tacked on a 
frame. . . 
b. Scenery can be cut from construction paper I 
or oru{ tag. It can rest on a narrow ledge 
at the bottom of the frame or attached to 
it by means of pins, tacks or stapling. 
c. Keep scenery as simple as possible, using 
as few pieces as will be necessary to 
explain the story. 
3. Construction of figures. 
a. Draw a sketch of the figure, the size will 
depend on the size of the screen. As all 
figures are drawn in profile, choose the 
most characteristic one. Each figure 
should be distinctive, sharply drawn, with 
emphasis on individuality. 
b. Cut the figure apart where it is to be 
=~=-====iJ-· Q.in.t_e£b.-.an ._- t_r._aCJ th1b~-ar,ts on c..a.rd~d... 
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c. Fasten movable parts in their proper 
place with paper brads. 
d. Tack the figures to a stick about i in. 
wide and about 8 in. longer than the fig-
~e itself. Let the stick lie along the 
stationary leg to about halfway up the 
body. 
The mov a ~ble leg has a stick attached to 
the foot. The arm is moved by a firm but 
thin wire held in place along the stick by 
means of upholstery tacks or paper tabs. 
The wire must move freely. 
I 
. I 
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STRING PUPPETS 
! Grade VI. 
j Subject: Rumplestilskin. 
I 
Objectives: 1. To develop creative thinking in written and 
oral English, and arts and crafts. 
2. To develop the cooperative attitude in produc-
a group project. 
I 
' Materials: 1. Clay. 
Preparation: 
2. 
3. 
4· 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9· 
10. 
1. 
Papier mache. 
Cloth for costumes. 
Yarn, cotton, frayed rope, steel wool, for haiJ . 
Paint, shellac. 
Glue, paste. 
Small pieces of wood. 
String. 
Paper for scenery. 
Stage. 
After the reading of the st,ory the class will 
make an outline of the story as it is to be 
told by the puppets. 
2. Plan the number of scenes. 
3. Decide on the number of characters. Make only 
puppets that are essential to the story as the 
puppet stage must never appear to be clu ttered. 
4. Carry out any research needed as to costumes 
and scenery and make sketches for future refer-
ence. 
Procedure: l. 
,, 
To make the puppet heads. II 
a. Directions -ror papier mache heads ~ith dry ~~ 
paper base and solid papier maehe heads are 
given under the topic, "Fist Puppets." 
b. Papier maehe over clay. 
1. Mount clay on piece or doweling in the 
shape of an egg. Size about 3 in. 
2. Press in eye sockets. 
3. Add clay as required for nose, chin, 
neck, brows, etc. 
4. Model lips, eyes, and general shape of 
the head. 
5. Exaggerate features as in cartoons, but 
proportions of normal head should be 
followed as a basis -ror character 
exaggerations. 
6. Coat entire head with thin layer of 
vaseline. 
I 
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7. Tear paper napkins into small pieces. 
Smear paste on paper with fingers and 
apply to head so that they overlap. 
Press down smoothly and cover the head 
I 
completely with one layer. Apply about 
I 
five layers. Alternating layers of difl 
ferent colored papers help to check on I 
number of layers. 1/ 
8. When dry, divide in half with sharp 
knife or razor blade and dig out clay. 
9. Join two pieces togethe l 
with more papier mache I 
or scotch tape. I 
10. Paint b~se complexion 
color first. 
11. Eyes should be under-
lined and lips must be 
clearly defined. 
.'· 
2. Body of puppet. 
There are many kinds of puppet bodies made 
from a diverse selection of materials. The im-
portant consideration, no matter what is used, 
is to provide joints that bena. Puppets may be 
made any size. The following dimensions sug-
gested for a man puppet will give the class a 
basis which can be used as a guide to their own 
puppet sizes. 
Puppet, 14 in. high. 
Head and neck 3 in. long 
Shoulders 3 in. wide 
Hips 2! in. wide 
Upper arm 2! in. long 
Lower arm and hand 3 in. long 
Upper leg 3 in. long 
Lower leg 3 in. long 
Torso (shoulders to hips) 5 in. long 
a. Cloth bodies. 
1 . Any soft material or stockings 
can be used. 
2. Cut patterns for torso, arms, 
legs, and feet. 
t97 
3. Stitch seams of each seetion, 
leaving opening for stuffing. 
4. Stuff with cotton batting or 
soft rags. 
Add weights, sand or lead, to 
bottom o~ ~eet and torso. 
6. Sew joints at elbows and knees. 
b. Papier mache bodies. 
1. Wad paper and tie with a string 
for torso, arms, upper leg, 
lower l~g, and feet. 
2. Cover these sections with 
pasted strips of paper. 
3. Join together with twine or 
wire. 
1_98 
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3. Dressing the puppet. 
4-
a. Scraps of cloth brought from home will pro · I 
vide all the materials needed such as: 
cotton, wool, silk, satin, velvet, ribbons l 
laces, braid, and so forth. 
b. Refer to sketches made when preliminary 
research was being conducted. 
c. Costumes are best made from soft, light-
weight materials and loosely fitted around 
the puppet's joints to allow freedom of 
movement. Be sure the collar or neck-
piece permits the head to move about with 
ease. 
d. Materials and stitching should be of suf-
ficient strength to withstand wear and 
tear they will be subjected to in the play. 
e • If a character is to appear in two differ-
ent costumes, two puppets should be con-
structed just alike because, due to the 
strings, puppets' clothes cannot be change 
quickly enough. 
Puppet controls. 
a. Horizontal bar controller. 
ll\ tt 
This is the simplest 
not desired. 
1. Back strings 
2. Shoulder string 
3. Hand strings 
type when leg action is 
b. Cross-bar controller. 
.3. 
3· 
I · 
z. :.· 
c. Foot controller. 4-. 
t. 
t. 
z. 
1. Hand strings 
2. Head strings 
3. Shoulder string 
4. Back strings 
5. Leather strap 
under which 
hand slips. 
1. Foot strings 
2. Make a hole in 
toot controller 
to slip over 
nail in control 
ler B when not 
in use. 
5. Strings. 
Allow about 40 inches from the shoulders to 
the controller. This can be increased or 
decreased according to the. s-ize of the stage. 
200 
c. 
I 
i 
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a. Attach strings to the 
b. 
shoulders. One string can J 
be used going from one 
shoulder to the other 
through the costume. i 
:I Head strings are fastened 
111 on each side of the head 
and are passed up through 
the holes at the end of 
the cross-bar. 
The ends of strings are 
tightly wrapped around 
I 
II 
thumb tacks inserted near J 
the ends of the board, perv 
mitting easy adjustment of l 
the strings to secure best 
movements of the head. 
Sufficient slack should be left, about 2 
in the arm and leg strings as well as in 
the bow string which fastens to the center 
of the puppet•s back. 
6. Scenery and stage properties. 
a. Refer to original sketches of scenes in 
planning final set to be painted. 
b. Keep in mind that the relative proportion 
of everything that is to be part of the 
201_ 
background can make all kinds of effects 
possible. Examples: cliffs towering to the 
sky, level plains that seem to stretch miles to 
the horizon. 
c. Be sure the stage is not cluttered. Scenery 
should be made as simply as possible and be 
entirely free from anything upon which the 
strings might become caught or hooked • 
. r 
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SUGGESTI ONS FOR FURTHER ACTIVITIES 
IN THE MAKING OF PUPPETS. 
Grade I 
1. Home life - a day at home, activities and adventures 
of father, mother, and the children. 
2. Imaginative home life, as ~he Three Bears, The Three 
Little Pigs, Peter Rabbit, or Little Black Sambo. 
3. Story of a "Visit to a Farm". 
4. Imaginative story: 11 If' the Animals on the Farm 
could talk". 
• 5. How animals prepare for winter. 
6. How people prepare for winter. 
?. A circus story. 
8. Toys come to life. 
9. Thing s that make us glad and we g ive thanks for 
on ~hanksgiving day. 
lG. Story about. any pet of' a pupil. 
11. True animal stories. 
12 . The development of safety habits at home and while 
going to school. 
13. Dramatize stories from the class reading book. 
14. Dramatize favorite stories that have been read to 
class or from books pupils have read outside class. 
?,tV:~ ~.:._, ., ,, ., -~;, 
Grade II 
1. A day in the life of a policeman. 
2. A big fire in the neighborhood. 
3. 11 Safety First, 11 a play showing how to prevent fires. 
4. An exciting adventure of a policeman. 
5. How the policeman helps children. 
6. The first Thanks g iving. The winter had been a hard one; 
the Pilgrims planted seed in the Spring ; the Fall harvest 
was good; the pilgrims then were happy and gave thanks 
to God. 
7. Helping mother at home. 
8. Dramatize the "Weather Man" and his advice to boys and 
g irls about dressing for seasons, storms, indoors, 
and exercising. 
9. How we can help keep our community clean. 
10. Dramatize stories from class reading book. 
11. Dramatize stories pupils have read outside clas s . 
12. Make up orig inal stories b ased on fantasy or real 
situations. 
13. Adventures in the life of an Indian boy or girl. 
14. A fantasy based on the changes that take place in the 
four seasons, as - a fairy chang es the trees from green 
to orang e and then to bare limbs. 
15. Transportation - a fmaily discusses a long trip they 
are to take or have already taken. 
Grade III 
1. The story of the sources of our food. 
2. Play with the title, 11Where My Breakfast Came From." 
J. Play based on the changes in clothes from Colonial times 
to the present . 
4. The preparations of an explorer for a trip to the Ar ctic 
re g ions and the supplies needed. 
5. Dramatize the work customs of other lands, such as 
Chinese farmers, etc. 
6. The adventure of a tree or stone in its journey from 
where it was till it became part of a building . 
7. An adventure in travelling by means of train, boat, 
airplane, or bus. 
8. Story of Indian tribes who once lived in this territory. 
9. Indian legends. 
10. Adventures in the life of an Indian boy. 
11. The story of how time has been told through the a g es. 
12. ft~using play based on the assumption that we have no 
clocks or time-telling devices today. 
13. The story of the first Thanksgiving. Beg in with the 
Pilgrims leaving England for Holland; finish with the 
Thanksg iving of today. 
14. The story of the first Christmas. 
15. Incidents from class reading hook stories. 
16. Orig inal plays based on fantasy or real situations. 
17. Story of the purchased of Braintree from the Indians · 
and the signing of the deed. 
18. Settlement of Mount Wollaston at Merrymount and Indian 
raids, etc. 
Grade IV 
1. Incidents from Johanna Spyri's Heidi. 
2. Incidents from William Tell - use the music from 
Rossini's opera~ 
3. Life of a boy or girl in Switzerland. 
4. Imag inary story of witch doctors of the jungle. 
5. Dramatize The Leak in the Dike, Hans Brinker, or 
other well-known stories of Dutch children. 
6. An adventure of an explorer in the ,Arctic regions. 
7. Adventure of an Arabian boy in his normal surrounding s 
and way of living. 
8. Bible stories laid in Egypt. 
9. Stories from the Arabian nights. 
10. Incidents in the lives of inventors in . the field of 
transportation - James Watt, Benjamin Franklin, George 
Stephenson, Robert Fulton, Wright Brothers. 
11. Dental health. 
12. Courtesy and good manners at home, at school, and in 
public places. 
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14. 
1.5. 
Incidents or scenes from familiar stories - Uncle Remus, 
Hiawatha, Paul Bunyan, etc. 
Chinese New Year celebr ation. 
Travels of Marc o Polo. 
Grade V 
1. Dramatic incidents from the lives of the early explorers -
Columbus , Balboa, Mag ellan, Ponc e de Leon, etc. 
2. I ncidents tha t mig&t have taken place at a trading post, 
introducing t r a ding with the Indians in s ign langua g e. 
3. The story of Miles Standish and John Alden. 
4. The story of Captain J ohn Smith. 
5. The Boston Tea Party. 
6. The ride of Paul Revere. 
7. Washington's winter at Valley Forge. 
8. The story of Daniel Boone. 
9. Covered wagon adventures. 
10. Trail blazers of t h e West. 
11. Adventures of Kit Carson, Dave Crockett, Lewis and Clark , 
Wild Bill Hi ck ok, Buffalo Bill. · 
12. The Pony Express. 
13. Adventures of the 11 forty-niners. 11 
14. Indian folklore. 
1.5. Life of the southern negro on a slave plantation. 
16. Incidents from Uncle Tom's Cabin. 
17. The Underground Railway. 
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·.·,· 
18. 
19. 
20. 
The boyhood of Lincoln • 
. -, 
The story of our flag - Betsy Ross. 
Incidents culled from outside reading , as Fenimore 
Coop er and Washington Irvi n g stories. 
21. The story of JolLnny Appleseed. 
22. Conquest of Peru by Pizzaro. 
23. Story of the star-spangled banner. 
24. Orig inal play on the imp ortance of cleanliness. 
Grade VI 
1. Orig inal story of a boy and g irl in the cave-man era, 
introducing , perhaps, the saber-toothed tiger. 
2. Imag inative story of the Pharaohs and the building of 
the pyramids. 
3. Incidents from Aida with accompanying music from the 
opera. 
4. Greek myth ology, as The Trojan Horse, Iliad, Demeter, 
Icarus, Ja .. son and the Golden Fleece. 
5. Adventure s on a crusade in the Middle Ages - Peter the 
Hermit, Walter the Penniless. 
6. King Arthur and the knights of the round table. 
7. Pl ay based on the situatimn that a boy or g irl is trying 
to carry on present day activities under conditions that 
the Pilg rims had to face. 
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8. Stories from reading books as, The King of the Golden 
River, The Emperor's New Clothes. 
9. Incidents f rom outside of class reading books as -
Tom Sawyer, Rip Van Winkle. 
10. Defenders of freedom as - Thomas Jefferson; LaFayette 
meets his hero; Simon Bolivar, Liberator. 
11. Incidents from Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare. 
12. The story of Joan of Arc. 
13. The story of Androcles and the Lion. 
14. Incidents from the life of Julius Caesar. 
15. Punch and Judy show at a medieval fair . 
16. Story of the cave man inventing the bow and arrow. 
17. Civilization's beg innings- primitive man in the Nile 
Valley, the beg inning of picture writing , division 
of labor, street scene in Cairo. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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